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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the thesis of Melissa Ann Johnson for the Master of Arts in History
presented August 25, 2009.

Title: Subordinate Saints: Women and the Founding of Third Church, Boston,

1669-1674

Although seventeenth-century New England has been one of the most heavily
studied subjects in American history, women's lived experience of Puritan church
membership has been incompletely understood. Histories of New England's Puritan
churches have often assumed membership to have had universal implications, and
studies of New England women either have focused on dissenting women or have
neglected women's religious lives altogether despite the centrality of religion to the
structure of New England society and culture.
This thesis uses pamphlets, sermons, and church records to demonstrate that
women's church membership in Massachusetts's Puritan churches differed from
men's because women were prohibited from speaking in church or from voting in
church government. Despite the Puritan emphasis on spiritual equality, women
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experienced a modified form of membership stemming from their subordinate place
in the social hierarchy.
The Third Church schism provides a case study to illustrate women's lived
experience as church members. After a group of dissenters broke away from First
Church, Boston, and formed Third Church, their wives fought for five years to
secure their own release from First Church. Despite the restrictions on women's
activities in the church, the dissenters' wives were able to advocate for themselves
and directly challenge their male superiors without transgressing boundaries on
women's proper behavior. The women's efforts reveal that the patriarchy in New
England was neither impenetrable nor absolute, but their reliance on men to advocate
for them reveals that the patriarchy was real. Third Church's founding shows that
women were not only actors in the private aspects of religion in Boston; they were
also public actors.
Examining women's church membership allows a reappraisal of the Halfway
Covenant's place in the history of Puritan New England. Women experienced
limitations on their membership that reveal church membership to have been not one
experience, but many. Rather than complicating what had previously been a clear
distinction between members and non-members, the Halfway Covenant can be seen
as adding a new type of membership added to a system which was already comprised
of multiple categories.
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Cotton Mather called them "The Hidden Ones." They never preached or sat in a
deacon's bench. Nor did they vote or attend Harvard. Neither, because they were
virtuous women, did they question God or the magistrates. They prayed secretly, read
the Bible through at least once a year, and went to hear the minister preach even when
it snowed. Hoping for an eternal crown, they never asked to be remembered on earth.
And they haven't been. Well-behaved women seldom make history; against
Antinomians and witches, these pious matrons have had little chance at all.
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
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Introduction
"To walke in covenant with himselfe and with yourselves"
Saints and Subordinates

At the beginning of March 1669170, twenty women submitted a letter to the
elder of First Church, Boston, and asked him to relay it to the congregation for their
consideration. The letter requested that the church release the women from their
covenant and allow them to seek membership in the newly formed Third Church,
which had been gathered by their husbands after a protracted battle with First Church.
Though tensions were high between the two churches, the women nevertheless
entreated the old church to help them prevent the "confusion, disorder, and
disturbance" that would result from continuing in membership separate from their
"deare husbands." The request was denied. The following month, after taking
communion with their husbands at Third Church, the wives presented another letter
asking the old church to let them follow their "own consciences" and join the covenant
at the new church. Again, their request was denied. 1 Though the women had tried to
secure dismissions on the grounds first of their duty to their husbands and then of their
duty to God, the old church refused to release them. Not only that, but the old church
also declared the wives ineligible to participate in the Lord's Supper because they had
worshipped with their husbands at Third Church. The women remained in this
status-unable to take the Supper, and unable to leave the church-until 1674, some
five years later.
1

Dissenting wives to First Church, 5 March 1669/70, Third Church Narrative, in Hamilton
Andrews Hill, ed., History of the Old South Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1884 (Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin, 1890) [hereafter History of the Old South], 164-165; dissenting wives to First
Church, 24 April 1670, in Third Church Narrative, 168.
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By the time the women sought their release, tensions had been building in
Massachusetts Bay Colony's most prominent church for two years. The seeds of crisis
had been planted when a small but significant minority of male church memberssignificant both in numbers and in social standing-challenged the church's choice of
John Davenport to fill its pulpit because of his opposition to the Halfway Covenant,
which extended baptism and church discipline to the children of those who had been
baptized as children but were not yet in full communion. After less than a year, these
dissenters gave up their battle for First Church and began to agitate for release from
their covenant with that congregation; in May 1669 the rift between the "dissenting
brethren" and the "major part of the church" was made permanent with the dissenters'
establishment of Third Church.
It took the men nine months, from their first formal request for dismission to
the day they signed the new covenant, to secure their liberty, but it would take their
wives another five years to do the same. The dissenting brethren and their opponents
in First Church were all men, and they came into battle with access to the same
weapons. The dissenting men engaged in open debate with the elders of First Church
during public meetings, enlisted the support of neighboring congregations, and
solicited opinions from ministerial councils. 2 The wives were disadvantaged in their
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Councils were a form of "inter-church cooperation" that were less formal and more common
than synods. Synods were usually called by magistrates to resolve conflicts that affected all churches
and were attended by large numbers of ministers and laymen; councils, on the other hand, were smaller
gatherings and met at the request of particular churches seeking advice about disagreements that could
not be resolved within the congregation. In both cases, the decisions rendered by the meetings were
non-binding recommendations rather than enforceable orders, and the principle of consociation did not
deprive individual congregations of their autonomy. See Mark A. Peterson, The Price of Redemption:
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efforts to secure their release: they could not employ public debate, they could not
vote, and-because none of the women could vote-they could not enlist formal help
from other women in the congregation. The women instead submitted letters,
negotiated with the elders in private, and relied on the assistance of men who could
more publicly agitate on their behalf. These women also made their voices heard
through their actions, voting with their feet for the new church by attending both
Sabbath services and the sacrament there, and they obtained an informal membership
status in Third Church when First Church denied them release to seek formal
admission.
The women's ability to do this stemmed from their dual roles as saints and as
wives. Although they could not speak in church and had no voice in church
government, the dissenters' wives were able to advocate for themselves and directly
challenge their male superiors without transgressing boundaries on women's proper
behavior. Puritan culture encouraged-even required-women to have knowledge of
scripture and theology but denied them a public voice to assert judgments based on
that knowledge. Women's involvement in the Third Church schism, however, showed
that women could make decisions about their own religious practice, particularly when
the instructions of their male superiors in the church conflicted with the choices made
by their husbands, and that those decisions could lead to acceptable forms of public
action.

The Spiritual Economy of Puritan New England (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997), 37,
167; and Robert F. Scholz, "Clerical Consociation in Massachusetts Bay: Reassessing the New England
Way and Its Origins," William and Mary Quarterly 29 (1972): 391-414.
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In a community comprised of the saving remnant, there should have been no

tension between the individual and the community, since the sanctified would make
right choices out of know ledge of truth. When this theoretical unity did not
materialize in reality, however, church members made choices. Puritan assertions of
individual spiritual autonomy collided with their belief in social hierarchyparticularly their inherited view of gendered hierarchy-and these two systems
combined in the church to create both restrictions and opportunities. Because of their
status as church members and as wives, women who had no official voice in either
church or state nevertheless became major players in a crisis with colony-wide
implications.
In the more than three hundred years since the establishment of Third Church,

the schism in First Church has become a symbol of the theological and social
transformations of Massachusetts Bay Colony in the wake of the Halfway Covenant.
As a part of the debate over the extension of baptism, it joins the Antinomian crisis
and the loss of the first charter to form a trilogy of controversies marking turning
points in the evolution of Puritan New England. 3 It is, like the Salem witchcraft crisis,
"a lightning flash in the night: better to observe the contours of the landscape which it
3

The Antinomian crisis of 1636-1638 was the first major religious controversy in
Massachusetts Bay Colony and centered on Anne Hutchinson's claim that the colony's ministers were
teaching a covenant of works rather than a covenant of grace. Hutchinson and many of her followers
were eventually banished from Massachusetts, and a resulting synod placed new restrictions on lay
activities. See David D. Hall, ed., The Antinomian Controversy, 1636-1638: A Documentary History,
2°d ed. (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1990). The original Massachusetts Bay Colony charter of
1629 was revoked in 1684, depriving the colonists of the relative freedom from royal interference they
had enjoyed for the first five decades of settlement. The new charter, enacted in 1692, ushered in a
restructured colonial government under the Dominion of New England and imposed a new expectation
ofreligious toleration on the colony. See Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony to
Province (1953; Beacon Press, 1961), chapter 11; and Peterson, Price of Redemption, 176-177.
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chances to illuminate."4 This thesis places the Third Church schism at its center, using
it as a case study to illustrate the complexity of women's lived experience as church
members in seventeenth-century Boston.

*

*

*

Becoming and being a member of one of New England's congregational
churches during the seventeenth century was a gendered process. While each church
member was a visible saint, individually covenanted with God and spiritually equal in
his sight, membership conferred privileges and responsibilities that were contingent on
the social status of the saint. Women could not access the privileges of sainthood that
were incompatible with their roles as women and their church membership therefore
fundamentally differed from that of their fathers, husbands, and sons. Some aspects of
church membership were genderless: women and men had the same access to the
sacraments, the same responsibility to demonstrate right behavior, and the same
individually covenanted status. Some of the differences, such as separate seating
arrangements and private confession, must have affected the way that women saw
themselves within the context of the church. Another distinction, however, had
undeniable consequences for women's lives as church members: Women were
excluded from participation in church government. Government by the members,
rather than by the clergy, was a fundamental component of the Puritan system, but
4

Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum, Salem Possesssed: The Social Origins of Witchcraft
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974), xii.
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only male church members were allowed to engage in open debate and vote in church
affairs. This meant that women were subject to the authority of ministers and elders
whom they could not choose, and subject to discipline that they could not shape,
despite being considered full members of the body of visible saints. The story of
Third Church shows the practical, everyday significance of this difference for
women's practice of their faith and their experiences as church members. When the
dissenting wives sought dismissions from First Church, they were forced to contend
with an authority structure that they had no direct hand in creating.
The patriarchal system of New England's churches was not absolute, however;
women operated within a contradictory system as both saints and subordinates, and
these contradictions created opportunities for them to define, to some extent, their own
lived experience. A system of interlocking covenants and the practical limitations of
New England's rigid hierarchical social structure led to continual renegotiation of
practice. The women of Third Church were subject not only to the authority of the
church, but also to their covenants with their husbands and their responsibilities as
wives. When their church covenant proved incompatible with their commitments to
godly marriages, the women were able to push against the boundaries of acceptable
behavior for female church members in service of their marriage covenants. The
church carefully avoided censuring the Third Church wives for their disobedience;
there was a wide gulf between what the ministers, theologians, and magistrates
proclaimed acceptable and what the community would and did accept-without
lamenting the distance between theory and practice. Ministerial rhetoric about
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covenants, families, membership, and gender were translated into everyday choices
and experiences, and the dissenting wives' efforts to gain release from their covenant
with First Church reveal the distance between the role definitions of a rigid theoretical
hierarchy and the lived experience of women in that system. Women were an active
part of church life within the orthodoxy despite limitations on their official
involvement, and the boundaries around accepted behavior for their sex were less
constricting than the idealized image may lead us to believe.
Although the privileges of church membership were diminished for women,
the wives of the Third Church dissenters were able to work within those restrictions to
advocate for their own release after their husbands had covenanted as a new church.
Because they could not speak in church and could not cast votes in its government, the
women advocated for themselves through letters, petitions, and private conferences.
At first, they followed the instructions of First Church elders and ministers; when the
women's efforts were refused they became defiant, but their defiance was exercised
within the bounds of women's proper behavior. The dissenting wives' status as both
individual saints and subordinate women placed restrictions on their actions but also
created opportunities for them to act. Their final release from the covenant with First
Church was accomplished not only through their own actions, however, but finally
through the efforts of Third Church's minister and a council consulted by the men.
The patriarchy may have been permeable, but it was not an illusion.

8

*

*

*

None of the histories of the Third Church schism has afforded the same
attention to the dissenting wives as the church's founders did. The seventeenthcentury chroniclers of the crisis considered the founding incomplete so long as the
women were left stranded between the old church and the new, and they devoted many
pages of their carefully documented Narrative to the five-year ordeal endured by the
women. The nineteenth-century antiquarian who compiled Third Church's records for
publication in 1890 echoed the founders' attention to the wives:
The faithful women who had to wait more than five years before they could
become members of the new church, and who for a long time had no regular
church standing whatever, deserve to be enrolled among the founders, and they
should ever be remembered at the Old South with grateful respect and
admiration for what they did and for what they suffered. 5
Most historians who have examined the curious case of Third Church, however, have
seen the women as a footnote, a distraction, or as only symbolic of the "real" story.
For example, in a book devoted to the history of the Third Church, Ola Elizabeth
Winslow merely noted that "the long delay before the wives could join as co-members

5

Hill, History of the Old South, 120. The Third Church Narrative was written by four
members of Third Church, three of whom were among the dissenting brethren. In addition to a
narrative of the church's founding from 1667 to 1674, it also includes copies of letters, petitions, and
other documents. Although the Narrative seems to have been written sometime around 1691, there is
evidence that the authors began collecting information much earlier; a marginal note next to one of the
wives' requests for dismission, dated March 5, 1669170, says that "The 3d Church after great travell and
trouble being furnished and supplyed with officers and ordinances did agree that there should be a
narrative of the whole [pro]gres of their proceedings drawn up and kept among the Churches Records
for Posterity." Third Church Narrative, 165. The Narrative was reprinted in Andrew Hamilton Hill's
two-volume History of the Old South Church, published in 1890. Mark Peterson reviewed Hill's
printed version against the original manuscript and found that Hill's text is accurate. Peterson, Price of
Redemption, 252n22.
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with their husbands" was the only thing that "marred the serenity" of years that were
otherwise characterized by "peace and quiet growth."6
The dissenters' initial objection to Davenport's call was almost certainly
centered on his vociferous opposition to the Halfway Covenant, and discussions of the
Third Church schism are typically embedded in broader examinations of the
innovation. A synod, or general meeting of the colony's ministry, had recommended
the extension of baptism in 1662, but their recommendation was controversial and
churches were slow to adopt the practice. The majority of ministers-with the notable
exception of Davenport, among others-supported redefining the subjects of baptism
as a means of bringing more of Massachusetts Bay's inhabitants under the watch and
care of the church, particularly because membership numbers had been declining.
Many church members, on the other hand, were reluctant to implement the innovation
because they saw it as a threat to the purity of the churches. Beginning in the
eighteenth century and continuing through a flurry of church histories in the
nineteenth century, the keepers of New England's public memory described the
dissenters and the majority facing off on either side of the baptismal divide, though
some nineteenth-century writers were also attentive to other causes of the schism. 7

6

Ola Elizabeth Winslow, "And Plead for the Rights of All": Old South Church in Boston,
1669-1969 (Boston: Nimrod Press, 1970), 36. Of course, her characterization of these years as quiet
and peaceful is a little off the mark as well.
7

Cotton Mather, Magnalia Christi Americana (Hartford, CT: Silas Andrus and Son, 1855), 2:
311-312; William Hubbard, A General History of New England from the Discovery to MDCLXXX
[1680], Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 2"d series, 5 (1815; repr., New York: Arno
Press, 1972), 601-602; William Emerson, An Historical Sketch of the First Church in Boston, From Its
Formation to the Present Period (Boston: Munroe & Francis, 1812), 111-121; Benjamin B. Wisner,
The History of the Old South Church in Boston, in Four Sermons (Boston: Crocker & Brewster, 1830),
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More recently, scholars have convincingly shown that, in addition to the undeniable
pressure brought to bear by the Halfway Covenant, attitudes about royal interference,
colonial politics, and toleration of religious radicalism were also important factors in
the tensions that manifested in the controversy over Davenport's call to the First
Church pulpit. These various debates converged upon the Third Church schism,
which "firmed up alignments" among factions. 8
This thesis narrows the scope of inquiry from the colony-wide conflict to focus
on the dissenters, their wives, and the implications of their actions for our
understanding of women's lives within the church. This is not to deny political and
ecclesiastical impulses may have been at play-in seventeenth-century New England,
it was nearly impossible to separate political, civil, and religious motives. While these
aspects of the controversy are well-covered ground, the schism can also illuminate
gendered aspects of New England church life that have thus far been largely
unexplored. Three recent and very different studies have given some attention to the
Third Church wives, but none of these works has fully realized the schism's potential
4-9; Joseph B. Felt, The Ecclesiastical History of New England; Comprising not only Religious, but
also Moral, and other Relations (Boston: Congregational Library Association, 1862), 2:421, 435-438,
466; John Gorham Palfrey, History of New England during the Stuart Dynasty (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1882), 3:82-88; Henry Martyn Dexter, The Congregationalism of the Last Three
Hundred Years (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1880), 468-474; George E. Ellis, History of the First
Church in Boston, 1630-1880 (Boston: Hall and Whiting, 1881), 115.
8

Robert G. Pope, The Half-Way Covenant: Church Membership in Puritan New England
(1969; Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2002), chapters 5 and 6; Janice Knight, Orthodoxies in
Massachusetts: Rereading American Puritanism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994),
184-197; Richard C. Simmons, "The Founding of the Third Church in Boston," William and Mary
Quarterly 26 (1969): 241-252; E. Brooks Holifield, "On Toleration in Massachusetts," Church History
38 (1969): 188-200; Stephen Foster, The Long Argument: English Puritanism and the Shaping of New
England Culture, 1570-1700 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 188-189, 200207.

.,
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to expand and deepen our understanding of women in Boston's congregational
churches. In his comparative study of the relationship between spirituality and
economic resources in New England's churches, Mark A. Peterson described the
wives' membership crisis as a problem primarily for families. He concluded that "the
members of the First Church were willing to risk family divisions for the sake of the
principle of church autonomy." Peterson embedded the story of the women in a larger
narrative of the church's founding and specifically used it as an example of the
difficulty Third Church had in achieving reconciliation with First Church. He
connected the wives' struggle for dismission with First Church's "continuing
opposition ... to the more open and ecumenical principles of the Third Church" and did
not provide a gendered analysis. 9
The two other studies specifically focused on women in New England.
Amanda Porterfield proposed a connection between the activities of the dissenters'
wives and the prominent role women had played in First Church since its founding,
particularly the old church's history of "censuring assertive women," but she did not

9

Peterson, Price of Redemption, 46-4 7. While his discussion of the schism is notable for
including the women at all, the wives warrant only portions of a handful of paragraphs, and his reading
of the sources for these events is marred by oversights in his claim that the women were "exclude[ ed]
from the Lord's Supper and from baptizing the children born to them at this time." This assertion
overlooks two important parts of the narrative. First, a statement in the Third Church Narrative
preceding the wives' application for membership clearly states that the women were asking for
admission "with them where they had enjoyed Communion all this time." (Third Church Narrative,
201; emphasis added.) Second, the claim that their children were denied baptism falls flat for reasons
of both theology and demographics. Since the women were wives of Third Church members, any
infant children would have been eligible for baptism in the new church under their fathers' covenants.
However, the sketchy biographical details available indicate that most of the founders were beyond
child-bearing age and were unlikely to have had infant children during these years, rendering this point
mostly moot.
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fully explore that suggestion or draw convincing connections between Anne
Hutchinson, Anne Hibbens, and the dissenting wives. She argued that the prominence
of women in the schism and in the church can be seen not only in the length and
drama of the dispute, but also in the rhetoric of female piety that was used throughout
the conflict by both the men of First Church and the dissenters. Porterfield imputed
perhaps more meaning to this language than is reasonable, however, given her own
argument that images of women and female piety were common in New England texts
and sermons (even in the absence of "female dissension"). 10 Porterfield' s larger theme
focused on Puritan thought rather than Puritan practice, however, and this limited her
analysis of the event. Leslie J. Lindenauer, on the other hand, examined the actions of
the women and argued that the Third Church wives were "proclaim[ing] spiritual
independence." While she rightly noted that "women exercised both indirect and
direct authority as members of their community's churches," she underestimated the
constraints placed on women by New England's patriarchal institutions. Lindenauer
oversimplified the events of the schism and ignored the ways in which the women
relied on male advocates, inaccurately concluding that American Protestantism's
emphasis on individual salvation rendered the patriarchy powerless. I I

10

Amanda Porterfield, Female Piety in Puritan New England: The Emergence of Religious
Humanism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 7-10, 120-121.
11

Leslie J. Lindenauer, Piety and Power: Gender and Religious Culture in the American
Colonies, 1630-1700 (New York: Routledge, 2001), 50, 128-133.
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*

*

*

This inquiry takes as its starting point Laurel Thatcher Ulrich's oft-cited
observation about "well-behaved" women and attempts to locate the lived experience
of female members in New England's Puritan churches by reexamining normative
behavior. 12 The Third Church schism expands Ulrich's seminal study because it
provides a rare look at well-behaved women's actions, allowing an examination of not
just expectations or ideals but also practice-not only what was prescribed or praised,
but also behavior. Unfortunately, the dissenting wives' voices are lost to history; they
left no diaries and no letters in their own hands. This is necessarily, then, a story
constructed through inference. While the documents detailing the women's actions
were written by men and have inherent biases, they nevertheless provide a rare
opportunity to investigate an extended incident from the seventeenth century in which
well-behaved women play a dominant and visible role.
Another guiding principle is Patricia Crawford's assertion that "women could
both accept beliefs about their inferiority and transcend them. They were neither
passive nor oppressed victims, but rather human agents." 13 The women who inhabit
this story lived not on the margins of New England society but in the center, at a time
when that center was being tested and contested. The case of Third Church provides a
glimpse at women who were a part of the orthodoxy as it was then developing:
12

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, "Vertuous Women Found: New England Ministerial Literature,
1668-1735," American Quarterly 28 (1976): 20.
13

1.

Patricia Crawford, Women and Religion in England, 1500-1720 (London: Routledge, 1996),

14

members of the established church, mostly situated within the merchant class, and
aligned with ministerial opinion of the Halfway synod. These women did not
challenge the structure of Puritan society, did not question theology, and did not
undermine prevailing expectations of women-in fact, they embraced and defended
them. The dissenting wives were able to define their lived experience as church
members within their assigned roles rather than in opposition to them.
A casual reader of colonial New England's history would be forgiven for
having the impression that Anne Hutchinson, Mary Dyer, Mary Rowlandson, and
Salem's witches were the only women in seventeenth-century New England. 14 From
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These poorly behaved women are ubiquitous in general histories of Puritan New England.
See, for example, Edmund S. Morgan, The Puritan Dilemma: The Story of John Winthrop (2°d ed., New
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Miller, Orthodoxy in Massachusetts 1630-1650 (1933; Gloucester, MA: Harvard University Press,
1965); Miller, Colony to Province.
Some studies have focused particularly on rebellious women. Anne Hutchinson has been the
subject of several studies, including Emery Battis, Saints and Sectaries: Anne Hutchinson and the
Antinomian Controversy in the Massachusetts Bay Colony (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1692); and Lyle Koehler, "The Case of the American Jezebels: Anne Hutchinson and Female
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Maples Dunn's comparative study of Quaker and Puritan women. Dunn, "Saints and Sisters:
Congregational and Quaker Women in the Early Colonial Period," in "Women and Religion," special
issue, American Quarterly 30 (1978): 582-601. See also Margaret H. Bacon, The Quiet Rebels: The
Story of the Quakers in America (New York: Basic Books, 1969); and Carla Gardina Pestana, "The City
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the work of Ulrich and Margaret W. Masson, we know something of the idealized
New England woman, the goodwife celebrated in sermons and prescriptive
literature. 15 An abundance of other studies have told the stories of prominent
dissenting women-outsiders who made their mark on history by drawing the
attention of those who used the pen to condemn their actions, women who pushed
against the orthodoxy from the outside (or who were placed on the outside).

16
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studies that have focused on "ordinary" women have not escaped organizing their
on a Hill under Siege: The Puritan Perception of the Quaker Threat to Massachusetts Bay, 1656-1661,"
New England Quarterly 56 (1983): 323-353. John Demos used family as a tool of analysis for
examining Indian captivity in Demos, The Unredeemed Captive: A Family Story From Early America
(New York: Vintage, 1994). Mary Rowlandson's narrative of her captivity is widely read, and is one of
the few female-authored sources from the seventeenth century. Mary Rowlandson, The Soveraignty
and Goodness of God, Together, With the Faithfulness of His Promises Displayed; Being a Narrative
Of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (Cambridge, MA: Samuel Green, 1682),
Wing (2nd ed.) R2093, Evans 332.
Perhaps the greatest body of literature featuring New England women focuses on the
phenomenon of witchcraft accusations. A sampling includes Boyer and Nissenbaum, Salem Possessed;
Ann Kibbey, "Mutations of the Supernatural: Witchcraft, Remarkable Providences, and the Power of
Puritan Men," American Quarterly 34 (1982): 125-148; John Putnam Demos, Entertaining Satan:
Witchcraft and the Culture of Early New England (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1982); Carol
Karlsen, The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England (1987; New York:
W.W. Norton, 1997); Elizabeth Reis, Damned Women: Sinners and Witches in Puritan New England
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1997); and Mary Beth Norton, In the Devil's Snare: The Salem
Witchcraft Crisis of 1692 (New York: Vintage, 2002). Of these, Kibbey, Karlsen, and Reis focus most
closely on the gendered aspects of witchcraft. The salience of witchcraft as a topic of historical inquiry
is evidenced by a recent forum reassessing Boyer and Nissenbaum's study. "Forum: Salem
Repossessed," William and Mary Quarterly 65 (2008): 391-534. Salem and Hutchinson persist in our
public memory as well, aided by popular histories and fictionalized accounts that appeal to those
outside academe. Marion L. Starkey, The Devil in Massachusetts: A Modern Enquiry into the Salem
Witch Trials (1949; New York: Anchor, 1989); Arthur Miller, The Crucible (New York: Viking, 1953);
Eve LaPlante, American Jezebel: The Uncommon Life of Anne Hutchinson, the Woman Who Defied the
Puritans (New York: HarperSanFrancisco, 2005).
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The word "orthodoxy" is fraught with complexity in relation to American Puritan studies.
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analyses around stories of heretics, witches, captives, and criminals; these outsiders
stand in stark relief against the relative anonymity of the "good wives." 17 There is an
implicit (or explicit) assumption that it was only extraordinary women who could
make their voices heard above the patriarchy, and that these women surely did not
represent the masses of women who remained properly silent. In her study of women
in the early modem English church, Patricia Crawford noted that pious women seem
to make "unexciting" subjects because "it seems as if the godly woman was the

successfully socialized woman." 18 The enthusiasm deficit is matched by a scarcity of
sources; the well-behaved woman has been silenced by history, in part, because she
left so few traces behind.

19

The memory of disruptive women, by contrast, is

sustained by easily accessible church and court records in which the rebels escape
anonymity.
The history of exceptional women can only take us so far. We can examine
the ideal that women were urged to emulate, and we can attempt to discern standards
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Carol Berkin plainly acknowledged the dichotomy with the title of her chapter on
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Laurel Thatcher Ulrich noted that no women's diaries from the seventeenth century can be
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of propriety by examining the basis for criticisms of poorly behaved women and

°

thereby approach a model of good behavior. 2 Criticisms of unacceptable behavior or
praise for ideal behavior can help us approach a picture of the women in between, but
the gulf is wide. The focus on dissenters coupled with the explication of a maledefined ideal leaves an impression that the majority of women were deferential, dutiful
masses trying silently, and sadly, to comply with impossible standards of thought and
behavior. But somewhere between these extremes-between the well-behaved
women and the pariahs, between the virtuous and the rebellious, between the victims
and the radicals, between the acquiescent ideal and the punishable heretic-was where
most New England women lived their lives. Considerations of women and gender in
colonial New England have expanded our knowledge of legal and economic history as
well as the history of the family and education, but there have not been adequate
examinations of women in New England's Puritan churches-not dissidents or
heretics, but ordinary women professing and practicing adherence to the faith of New
England's founders. 21

20

The latter has been done very effectively in, for example, Monica DiCataldo Fitzgerald,
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Governing the Tongue.
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William and Mary Quarterly 39 (1982): 164-175; Cornelia Hughes Dayton, Women before the Bar:
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A remedy has been attempted by some, most notably Ulrich and Mary Beth
Norton, but the problem of well-behaved women remains. 22 Two very different
approaches have attempted to reposition well-behaved women within the narrative of
New England's Puritan past. The first, a series of intellectually oriented studies, has
examined the rhetoric of Puritan ministers and found significance both in the content
of elegiac sermons about women and in the use of female imagery. Studies of
ministerial rhetoric and prescriptive literature have provided a useful portrait of the
model goodwife; these studies have drawn attention to seventeenth-century gender
distinctions, pointed to rhetorical patterns that reveal which of women's roles had the
most public value, and complicated our understanding of Puritan gender roles. 23 What
they cannot tell us, however, is the extent to which women either tried or succeeded in
embodying any of these ideals.

Edmund S. Morgan, The Puritan Family: Religion and Domestic Relations in Seventeenth-Century New
England (1944; New York: Harper & Row, 1966); John Demos, A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in
Plymouth Colony (London: Oxford University Press, 1970); Anne S. Brown and David D. Hall,
"Family Strategies and Religious Practice: Baptism and the Lord's Supper in Early New England," in
Lived Religion in America:. Toward a History of Practice, ed. David D. Hall, 41-68 (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1997). On education, see David D. Hall, Worlds of Wonder, Days of
Judgment: Popular Religious Belief in Early New England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1989), chapter 1; Kenneth Lockridge, Literacy in Colonial New England: An Enquiry into the Social
Context of Literacy in the Early Modern West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1974); E. Jennifer
Monaghan, "Literacy Instruction and Gender in Colonial New England," American Quarterly 40
(1988): 18--41. Mary Beth Norton provided an excellent synthesis of scholarship on colonial women in
Norton, "The Evolution of White Women's Experience in Early America," American Historical Review
89 (1984): 593-619.
22
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The second approach is grounded in social history, illuminating women's roles
as wives and mothers within the larger scope of family studies. Studies of New
England families have shared a tendency to discuss women relationally; that is,
observations about women are made primarily about their relationships with men.

24

This is in some ways appropriate, since Puritans defined their social roles in terms of
covenants and mutual responsibilities. We learn much about women's roles within
households from these studies, but we often learn much more about their male
counterparts. Exceptions to this approach have been studies that examine motherhood.
Often these analyses have blended the intellectual approach with the social, examining
the symbolic role that childbearing and motherhood played both in creating an image
of the ideal Christian and in defining women's lives. 25 These studies, again, help us
fill in both the patterns of women's lives and the spiritual and temporal importance
assigned to their roles as mothers, but tell us little about their experience within the
church. General portraits of colonial women's lives have included some discussion of
their roles as church members that serve as good starting points, but these overviews
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have not gone far enough in differentiating women's and men's experiences in their
roles as visible saints. 26
The Third Church controversy provides a view into women's lived experience
in seventeenth-century New England by revealing their actions within the broader
context of a church controversy. The women of Third Church survive in the records
not because they were poorly behaved but because their actions were embedded in a
larger male struggle, and the records left by these men allow an examination of the
ways that the character of women's membership affected their practice within the
church. The story of the dissenting women also parallels their husbands' earlier
struggle with First Church and can therefore be viewed in comparison to male actions.
Women's loyalties to both their faiths and their families were sometimes in
tension, and this tension could both create options for women and trap them between
male dominated institutions. That the dissenting women were wives is an important
part of the Third Church story: They fought to leave their covenant with First Church,
at least in part, because they were following their husbands to the new church, and
they spent five years as hostages in a fight between the men of First Church and the
men to whom they were married. Gerald F. Moran and Maris A. Vinovskis have
suggested that a better understanding of New England Puritanism could result from
exploring the intersections of family and religious life.

26
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Reappraisal," William and Mary Quarterly 39 (1982): 30.
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in the Third Church schism, which shows how the relationship between the marital
covenant, the church covenant, and the individual covenant with God could give
women the opportunity to determine their own religious experience. This perspective
provides an implicit reappraisal of Morgan's tribalism by reimagining the tensions in
Puritan New England not as covenant versus family, but as covenant versus covenant,
and suggests that church membership was from the beginning of settlement not one
experience, but many.
The covenant that has gotten the most attention in studies of late-seventeenthcentury New England has been the Halfway Covenant, centered as it is within the
ongoing debate over the declension narrative that has given shape to Puritan studies
since it was articulated by Perry Miller. In this account, the first Puritan settlers of
New England forged an orthodoxy that then slowly disintegrated as subsequent
generations failed to live up to the founders' ideals.

28

The Halfway Covenant, which

defined a new category of membership, is positioned as a concession to this decline
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The declension motif was most successfully defined in Miller, Colony to Province, and in
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and an abandonment, in some ways, of the errand in the wildemess. 29 The Halfway
Covenant has been seen as a major shift away from a dichotomy of member and nonmember, adding a liminal "halfway" membership status. While the Halfway Covenant
expanded the available categories of membership, this thesis shows that the innovation
was also situated within an extant spectrum of membership categories.
Halfway members were defined by their relationship to the church covenant;
they fell in between those in full covenant with God and those who were outside of the
fold. The church only drew official lines between full members, halfway members,
and non-members, but there were other distinctions that related not to the member's
relationship with God and the church, but to the member's place in the social
hierarchy. Women simultaneously had both full membership (in terms of their
covenant status) and partial membership (in terms of their privileges) because their
place in the hierarchy did not allow them to exercise their full rights within the
covenant. While not discounting the real distress that American Puritans-or at least
their ministry-seem to have experienced when contemplating the extension of
baptism, this analysis heeds Robert G. Pope's warning that historians have perhaps
been too hasty when we "accepted at face value contemporary judgments of New
29

The most thorough examination of the Halfway Covenant is Pope, Half-Way Covenant.
Other useful accounts include Perry Miller, "The Half-Way Covenant," New England Quarterly 6
(1933): 676-715; Miller, Colony to Province, 95-114; Morgan, Visible Saints, 113-152; Foster, The
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UK: Oxford University Press, 1999), chapter 5.
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England's religious condition." 30 Including women in a study of church membership
gives us a much different picture than the dichotomous member/non-member
distinction that the Halfway Covenant supposedly explodes. Examining
congregational membership through a gendered lens reveals the very basis of
congregational autonomy to be a myth-churches were not in fact governed by their
covenanted saints, but only by the male portion of the membership. In this view, the
Halfway Covenant is part of a broader conception of church membership that reveals
how the individual's relationship with God and notions of spiritual equality were
always contingent.
Reevaluating categories of membership also expands our understanding of
lived religion in New England. Recent works by David D. Hall and Charles E.
Hambrick-Stowe have reconsidered New England's religious past by focusing on the
ways in which religious belief manifested in lay practice. 31 Hall focused his attention
on the experience of faith that took place outside of the official orthodoxy as it was
then being established, including lay interpretations of faith within the meetinghouse.
Hambrick-Stowe looked inside the orthodoxy at "the form, content, and spiritual
impact of the worship and private devotional activity of seventeenth-century New
Englanders." These works have shown that "religion encompassed a range of
30
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possibilities, some with the sanction of official religion and others not, or perhaps
ambiguously so."32 The perspective of lived religion provides tools for uncovering
how women in New England integrated official teachings into their lives and
acknowledges that variations in practice could take place within the orthodoxy as well
as around it. The dissenting wives of Third Church were solidly engaged in the work
of the Puritan church and confronted a situation in which the teachings they had
received could not be reconciled. The theological underpinnings of Puritanism can be
used to examine the church as an institution, not just as an expression of faith. By
assessing Puritan women's practices within the church generally, and then applying
this evaluation to the Third Church schism, the religious lives of women in New
England come into sharper focus.
The competing and contradictory covenants to which Puritan women were
subject allowed their lived experience to transcend the firm boundaries set forth in the
rhetoric of ministers and theologians. Covenants did not always fit together neatly,
and covenants that were assumed to be interrelated and mutually supportive-the
marriage covenant, the church covenant, and the individual's covenant with God-did
not always agree. Women faced a challenge when these inconsistencies forced them
to select between the directives of competing authorities. When the women of Third
Church found themselves trapped between their covenanted church and the church of
their husbands, the wives were forced to choose between them. Women's subjection
32

Hall, Worlds of Wonder, 3-20; Hambrick-Stowe, Practice of Piety, vii; Hall, "Introduction,"
in Hall, ed., Lived Religion, viii.
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to male authority did not always preclude, and could sometimes create, opportunities
for choice.
The Third Church schism is a particularly useful case study not only because it
was rooted in the major theological conflict of the late seventeenth-century-the
Halfway Covenant-but also because the dispute took shape in two distinctly
gendered phases. Rather than reinforcing a dichotomy that pits men's public duties
against women's private ones, Third Church's founding shows how women were
actively involved in defining and redefining the New England Way; it was not just
men who were negotiating and adapting principles into practice on the errand. 33
Women's status within the church as both a majority of visible saints and as
individuals in covenant with God gave them room to maneuver within gendered
constraints. Women's ability to shape public events has often been obscured from
view by history's focus on traditionally male routes to power; in that context,
dissenters' and radicals' influence on public events is more obvious than the
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goodwives'. 34 However, everyday women also influenced public life with their
inconspicuous, daily choices.
This study begins with a general examination of women's church membership
and then explores the Third Church schism from that perspective. Chapter one
assesses the ways that women's membership both resembled and diverged from men's
membership and the way that Puritans reconciled their theology with their patriarchal
social structure. Chapters two and three discuss the Third Church schism. Chapter
two provides an outline of the first phase of the conflict and describes the men's
activities up to the founding of Third Church. Chapter three explores the second phase
of the schism, in which the women became the focus, and shows how the women's
actions were affected by their social condition as women, wives, and saints.

*

*

*

Sources
The first volume of Hamilton Andrews Hill's History of the Old South Church
(Third Church) Boston, 1669-1884 contains the Third Church Narrative and other

primary-source material interspersed with Hill's own analysis and commentary. For
clarity, citations for the Narrative will be noted as such, and any citations to
supplementary primary-source material inserted into the Narrative by either its authors
or by Hill will be individually identified. Citations to Hill's analysis will be cited as
34

Gerda Lerner, The Creation of Feminist Consciousness: From the Middle Ages to Eighteenseventy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 248.
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History of the Old South. Although Hill's history was published in two volumes, only
one is used in this study, and all page numbers should be assumed to refer to volume
one. This source should not be confused with another short book called History of the

Old South Church of Boston (1886), also evidently authored by Hill. 35
Sources printed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were accessed
through two subscription databases: Early American Imprints, Series I: Evans, 16391800 (http://infoweb.newsbank.com) and Early English Books Online
(http://eebo.chadwyck.com). Short title catalog information is provided for these
sources. All citations for the William and Mary Quarterly are from the Third Series;
this notation has been omitted from both footnotes and bibliographic entries.

Orthography
In quotations from seventeenth-century sources, abbreviations have been
silently expanded and spelling has been altered to conform with modem usage only in
cases where readability was affected. Original punctuation and italic emphases have
been retained except where otherwise noted.

Dates
New England was still using the old-style calendar during the years of the
Third Church schism, and dates have not been converted to the new style.
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[Hamilton Andrews Hill], History of the Old South Church of Boston (Boston: Published for
the benefit of the Old South fund, 1886).

Chapter One
"To Eat and to Drink where she may not Speak"
Gender and Church Membership

Alice Stedman wanted to be a pious Christian, but continually found herself
"unable to believe and walk as I should." Through prayer, scripture, and ministerial
counsel, God showed her "the freeness of His love," but she repeatedly fell into doubt
about his grace. She confessed this to her church and told them about her change of
heart, which happened "in the midst of [a] sermon" when she found the "Lord had
begun to humble and subdue and quicken and sanctify" her. After hearing her
confession of how she came to believe, the Cambridge congregation voted to admit
her to membership and she joined in covenant with them. 1
Church membership was not easy to attain in Puritan Massachusetts. The
process of soul-searching and public confession could be arduous and Puritan theology
discouraged surety about one's state of grace. For those who sought and found signs
of visible sainthood, and were willing to share them with their neighbors, the church
offered access to privileges that were otherwise unavailable to Massachusetts's
inhabitants. These included personal, spiritual, social, and civic privileges. The rights
of membership were not universally available, however, even to those who had
covenanted in full communion: Alice Stedman's opportunities to embrace fully the
life of the church were fewer than those available to her husband John, who had also

1

Confession of Alice Stedman, in George Selement and Bruce C. Woolley, eds., Thomas
Shepard's "Confessions," Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Collections 58
(Boston: The Society, 1981), 102-105.
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joined the Cambridge church in full membership. 2 Women experienced a modified
form of membership stemming from their subordinate place in the social hierarchy.
Though the experience of church members was marked by three differences from that
of non-members-participation in the sacraments, being subject to church discipline,
and having a voice in the government of the church-women in full membership were
prohibited from accessing formal power in the church, and their exclusion from church
government affected their experience of all aspects of their religious practice.

*

*

*

New England's Puritans rejected the geographical parish system that held in
old England and instead based their churches on voluntary associations grounded in
individual membership. They sought to bring the visible church-the membershipinto close approximation with the invisible church-those who were actually savedby limiting membership to those who could demonstrate some evidence of having
received grace. God did not dispense grace to communities or to families, but only to
individuals, and so membership in a Puritan church was available only to those who
sought it as individual believers. Although, as Winthrop explained, God had decreed
that "some must be rich some poore, some highe and eminent in power and dignitie;
others meane and in subjection," grace was not dependent on social or economic
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status; God's grace was available to all and solely at his discretion. 3 Though men
were superior to women in marriage, and husbands "had the power to lead, to
admonish, and to command their wives ... [,] they did not have the power to save
them." 4
Women, however, joined churches through different means and operated as
members with different privileges. Although New England Puritans believed in
individual salvation and spiritual equality before God, restrictions placed on women's
actions meant that female church members did not enjoy that same equality within
their churches. There were subtle but important differences between men's and
women's membership that had significance for women's lived experience within the
church. Puritans did not define women's membership as a separate category, but their
beliefs about the differences between men and women led them to modify both the
means of achieving membership and the privileges granted with that status.
The gendered components of membership were predicated on one distinction:
Women could not speak in church. This prohibition was based on 1 Corinthians 14:34
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("Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to
speak, but they ought to be subject, as also the law saith"5). According to John
Cotton, minister of Boston's First Church, a woman was expressly forbidden from
speaking in two cases: she may not teach men, and she may not ask questions in the
meetinghouse. She was forbidden to teach because it "is unlawfull for a woman to
usurpe over the man," and also because "the woman is more subject to Error then the
man" and "therefore might soone prove a Seducer, if shee became a Teacher." The
second reason was related to the first: though she may seem to ask questions "under
pretence of desire to learne for her own satisfaction," she might deviously intend to
"Teach her Teachers; or if not so, yet to open a doore to some of her own weake and
erroneous apprehensions, or at least soone exceed the bounds of womanly modesty."
A woman was permitted to speak when she was under questioning-"to give account
of her offence"-and she was permitted to sing psalms "together with the rest of the
Congregation." 6 These boundaries were also articulated by Thomas Hooker, who
added that women "may so speak, when their speeches argue subjection, and so suit
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their sexes."7 The prohibition on women's speech directly or indirectly touched all
aspects of their lived experience of religion within the church, from the personal piety
of the sacraments to the public performance of sainthood.

"the Lord inclined my heart this way"
Becoming a Visible Saint
The Puritans did not believe in a universal church, but instead gathered
regenerate members out of the world into independent congregations; the "particular
visible church" was a communion of visible saints. Each church was "a company of
faithfull and holy people" who had chosen "to joyn willingly together in Christian
communion and orderly covenant," and a believer was only a member of that
particular congregation to which they had been admitted. Joining a church meant
joining in covenant with its other members and into covenant with God, giving oneself
up not only to him but also to the church. 8 While admission meant temporal
membership only in an individual church, this condition had greater spiritual
significance than simply belonging to one congregation. It was a status that
acknowledged Puritans' belief in predestination: Acceptance into church membership
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was validation that the minister, elders, and other church members believed the person
was among the elect and had received the gift of grace. 9
Leaving a church and joining a different one was much more than a simple
transfer of membership. Once covenanted with a church, a member could not leave
without being "dismissed"; the covenant could not be abandoned at a whim but could
only be dissolved with the mutual consent of both parties. The church had a duty to
ensure that the saint intended to seek membership in "a godly Church where he may
be further edified" and not "some corrupt Assembly where he may be destroyed."
Requiring members to justify their departures also prevented the "necessarie Ruine
that may fall upon the Body, if every particular member should depart at his own
pleasure." 10 If the church was satisfied that the member's reasons and intent were "for
his best comfort," the church elders would draw up a letter of dismission that would
act as a recommendation to the new congregation. In most churches, these letters did
not ease the membership requirements and the saint would have to go through the
process of seeking membership in the new church as they had in the old. 11
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By the 1640s, the process of admitting new members to the covenant had been
regularized, and though there were minor variations between congregations there was
consistency in certain fundamental aspects throughout the Puritan churches in
Massachusetts. Those who sought membership were required to satisfy both
themselves and the church members that they were among the elect, and this was
achieved through private introspection and public confession. After receiving an
experience of "worke of grace upon their soules," the potential member would
approach the elders in a private meeting to relate this conversion experience and to be
tested on knowledge of church doctrine. If the elders were satisfied, the prospective
member was presented to the body of church members during a regular meeting. The
assembled saints would hear the profession of faith and have the opportunity to give
testimony in support of the aspiring member and to pose questions that might help
confirm the confession's sincerity. If the assembled church members were also
satisfied, they would vote on admission with a show of hands or would assent with
silence. Approval of the candidate was followed by the new member's name being
added to the formal church covenant. 12
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The ban on women's speech in the meetinghouse caused modifications to their
admission procedures. A man would be expected to "speaketh himselfe" before the
congregation when he gave his profession of faith, but in John Cotton's Boston and in
many other churches a woman would remain silent while her private confession was
read aloud to the congregation by elders who had received it in private. 13 This
practice seems to have begun in First Church sometime after the admission of John
Cotton and his wife, Sarah, in 1633. After he had made his profession to the
congregation, Cotton asked that "she might not be putt to make open Confession &c:
which he said was against the Apostles Rule & not fitt for women's modestye." 14 The
procedural difference for women was due not only to the scriptural prohibition against
13
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women speaking in church, but also to their nature as women which made this
modification necessary:
[B]ecause we find it by experience, the feeblenesse of some, their shamefac't
modesty and melanchollick fearfulnesse is such, that they are not able to
expresse themselves in the face of a Congregation, and yet have the precious
work of saving grace in their hearts, we are forced to take the expressions of
such in private, and make report of them to the Congregation: and since this
was necessary for some, and was warrantable for all, it's most without
exception to receive all after the same manner, that so the infirmities of the
weakest m~l be releeved, and the seeming exceptions of others also may be
prevented.
Although New England's guiding explication of doctrine, the Platform of Church
Discipline (1649), did not specifically address the issue in terms of gender, it did make
allowances for private confessions when the prospective member "through excessive
fear, or other infirmity, be unable to make their personal relation of their spiritual!
estate in publick." 16 This statement would have justified exceptions to the requirement
for public confession, including exceptions for women. Most churches, however,
continued to require men to give public professions throughout the seventeenth
century. 17
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Church membership was an intentionally exclusive status, restricted to those
who could and did demonstrate signs of grace. This corresponded with the Puritans'
belief that only a remnant of humanity was truly saved. Church membership in New
England was certainly not universal and acceptance into the covenant conferred
benefits and privileges on the members that were otherwise unavailable to New
England's settlers. 18 Admission to church membership was a reflection of the saint's
"direct, personal relationship with God." 19 Ministers were very clear about this point,
explaining that "Husbands cannot bring in their wives, nor wives their husbands,
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Parents their children, nor their servants." 20 This was not only a doctrinal principle,
but also a belief revealed in practice. Thomas Lechford observed that "Sometimes the
Master is admitted, and not the servant, & e contra: the husband is received, and not
the wife; and on the contrary, the child, and not the parent.'.zi A woman's entrance
into the covenant was an individual process that reflected her own spiritual condition,
and she would enjoy the same spiritual privileges as a man once accepted into the
body of visible saints.

"publick Ordinances in publick Assemblies"
Sabbath and Sacraments
Charles Hambrick-Stowe has identified a range of activities-sacraments, the
Sabbath, public fast and thanksgiving days, and lectures-that comprised public
worship in New England. Of these, the sacraments were "special" (as opposed to
"ordinary") ordinances because they were "administered only on specially designated
Sabbaths and were restricted to members of the church covenant," while the others
were performed frequently and were "practiced by every member of the social
covenant." 22 The Puritans rejected the Catholic doctrine of works, in which seven
sacraments (baptism, penance, anointing of the sick, the Eucharist, confirmation,
marriage, and holy orders) were steps on the path to salvation. Instead, the Puritans
20
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embraced a covenant of grace and recognized only two sacraments-baptism and the
Lord's Supper-that were both considered to be seals of a covenant already joined
rather than a means to grace. John Davenport explained that baptism was a "seale [of]
our entrance, or initiation" into the covenant, and the Lord's Supper was "the
Sacrament of our spirituall nourishment, and continuance therein.'m Participation in
the sacraments was therefore limited to those recognized as members of the elect.
Limiting the sacraments to church members and their children preserved both the
integrity of the church and its independence, since the members of a church held the
"keys" of church govemment. 24 The administration and receiving of the sacraments
were acts of both public and private significance. The sacraments' primary function
was confirmation of personal salvation; performed publicly, however, they also
confirmed the boundaries of the community of saints to both members and outsiders.
Women's spiritual independence extended to participation in the sacraments-they
participated in the Lord's Supper whether or not their husbands could partake, and a
woman's membership qualified her children for baptism regardless of her husband's
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status. 25 Though the family was the foundation of society, a "little commonwealth,"
married couples were regularly separated when the bread and wine were distributed,
and more often it was the wife who remained in the meetinghouse and the husband
who left.
While salvation was not hereditary, New England's theologians split this hair
quite finely. Children could be baptized if at least one parent-either mother or
father-was a member in full communion. Baptism was generally performed at the
afternoon service on Sundays and could only be performed by ordained ministers. 26
The public performance of baptism before the mixed congregation (both members and
unregenerate) served as a reminder to the community of the parent's status within the
church. Baptism had replaced circumcision as the seal of the covenant, and God's
covenant with Abraham in the Old Testament had been a promise to both him and his
"seed." Baptism was therefore not a means to membership but a sign that the children
were already members, to some degree, under their parent's covenant. 27 How full the
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children's membership was, and the exact definition of "seed," were the subject of
perhaps more debate among New England's ministers than any other subject. The
theological paradox inherent in their baptismal practice-a belief in regenerate
membership coupled with the practice of infant baptism-had been unraveling nearly
from the beginning of New England's settlement, and the Puritans finally confronted
this contradiction through the compromise of the Halfway Covenant in 1662. This
compromise declared that the proper subjects of baptism included the children of those
who had been baptized but were thus far unregenerate, so long as the parent proved
knowledge of doctrine and was not "scandalous in life." 28
Restrictions on participation in the Lord's Supper were clearer. Only full
church members who had passed the test of conversion were eligible to participate.
This sacrament was performed more regularly than in the English church, between six
and twelve times per year. Because recipients were expected to prepare for the
administration with prayer and self-examination, ministers would announce and then
remind the congregation of the impending administration beginning two weeks before
the appointed day. Hambrick-Stowe pointed out that this would have made the Lord's
Supper prominent in the minds of New England's congregants since, "if administered
monthly, the Sacrament was either mentioned or administered on three weeks out of
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four or five." The Supper, therefore, was a visible sign and reminder of the distinction
between members who could participate and non-members who could not. This
sacrament was also generally performed in a closed setting-non-members departed
the meetinghouse before it was administered-and therefore demonstrably segregated
the insiders from the outsiders when the time came for administration. 29 Within the
community of church members, hierarchical relationships were reinforced by seating
patterns for congregants during regular services and the administration of the Lord's
Supper. 30
The manifestation of social hierarchy in the meetinghouse's seating
arrangements for both the sacraments and the regular services made these gendered
public practices. Seating in the meetinghouse was a spatial representation of a
hierarchy that churchgoers already knew to exist. 31 Church officers were seated
closest to the pulpit, non-members nearer the back, and the remainder of the
congregation filled the space in between according to their age, economic status, and
social station. Prior to the advent of family seating in pews in the early eighteenth
century, women were "placed on the opposite side of the aisle from the men, wives in
the same position in order as their husbands, and widows given a spot in relation to the
29
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status of their late spouses." When the Lord's Supper was administered, the minister
and elders sat at the table, the minister blessing and breaking the bread before passing
it on to the elders and repeating the process with the wine; the remainder of the
congregation seems to have stayed seated in their regular assigned places. The social
hierarchy was also performed during the public offering of contributions, when "the
Magistrates and chiefe Gentlemen first, and then the Elders, and all the congregation
of men, and most of them that are not of the Church, all single persons, widows, and
women in absence of their husbands, come up one after another" to make their
offerings to the maintenance. 32 Since attendance was technically required at Sabbath
services for all community members-whether church members or no-seating in the
meetinghouse would have been a regular, public, visual reminder of one's own and
one's neighbors' standing in the community.

"next day coming to one of the elders"
Personal Piety
Although women were church members with equal standing before God, in the
hierarchical society of Puritan New England they were required to perform much of
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their piety either in silence or in private. At the end of the regular services, if the
sermon had not been over-long, time was allowed for congregants to ask questions of
the minister or elders, and only women were excluded from this practice: "it may be
lawfull for any (young or old) save onely for Women, to aske questions at the mouth
of the Prophets." Instead, women were to reserve their questions for private
conversations with their fathers, husbands, or ministers. Private conferences were a
regular aspect of Puritan devotional practice. Meetings between congregant and
minister were held to prepare for admission to membership, to offer prayers for the ill
or spiritually troubled, for "spiritual progress or thanksgiving," and for discussions
about child-rearing and parental prayer. Women also seem to have held private prayer
groups in which they could discuss scripture and sermons more freely, but little about
. kn own. 33
th em 1s
Though women were not permitted to question their ministers publicly, they
were encouraged to study scripture, reflect on sermons, and ask questions privately to
enhance their knowledge and understanding. New England's Puritanism emphasized
the importance of scriptural study for all congregants, male and female. Despite the
oft-cited passage from John Winthrop's journal in which the governor lamented the
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potential for "readinge & writinge" to drive a woman insane, the studiousness of
Puritan piety and its personal character promoted literacy for both men and women.
Girls were taught to read, and even sometimes to write, so that they could personally
engage with the Word. 34
That women were knowledgeable about the Bible and that women were
actively engaged with scriptural study can be seen in the confessions of faith recorded
by Thomas Shepard at his Cambridge church. These confessions include nearly as
many women as men, and both genders consistently cited and quoted specific Bible
passages which aided in their realization of grace. When women mentioned the
people who helped guide them to knowledge of the scriptures, these guides were often
ministers or male relatives, but sometimes they were other women. 35 While women's
knowledge of scripture is not necessarily an indication of literacy, since memorization
was common in oral/aural cultures such as New England, it does show that Puritanism
34
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encouraged women to wrestle with the intellectual underpinnings of their faith and
gave them some tools to engage actively with a theology that otherwise limited their
participation in its intellectual life. 36

"to performe all duties of love and watchfallnesse"
Church Government and Discipline
Membership served a significant public function in the establishment and
government of a church. Congregational churches were ruled by the body of visible
saints, meaning that each church was independently governed by its own members.
The church was not defined by the building, the minister, or the government; it was
simply and only "a Communion of Saints, a Combination of faithfull godly men,
meeting for that end, by common and joynt consent, into one Congregation." New
churches were founded, or "gathered," by groups of laymen, and once established the
body of saints made collective decisions (at least theoretically) about choosing
officers, admitting new members, and administering discipline. 37
New congregations were usually formed in New England in new communities
located too far from established meetinghouses for reasonable travel, or when an
established community had grown too large for its meetinghouse to hold them all. A
small group of laymen, usually between seven and ten, would meet together for
"prayer and spiritual conference" to establish the "spiritual good estate of one
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another." They then sought the permission of the civil government to establish a new
church and invited neighboring ministers to assist in the establishment. Those
representatives from nearby congregations would extend "the right hand of
fellowship" to the new church, "testifying their proceedings to have been according to
God." The founders, or "pillars," were the first to sign the church covenant and were
responsible for identifying and calling a minister to serve their new congregation. 38
That the minister was officially called after the church was already established points
to the importance of lay governance in Puritan churches-since ministers were only
ordained in a particular congregation to which they were called, there could be a
congregation without a minister but there could be no minister without a church. The
laity retained the responsibility for calling officers as the church required, including
ministers, ruling elders, and deacons. Elders were chosen from among the members,
and ministers and elders were called by God to serve a church, but that calling was
manifested by a vote of the other members.
Having made professions of faith and signed the church covenant, visible
saints were also responsible for approving the admission of new members to the
covenant. Through the admission of new members, and the discipline of existing
members, the laity collectively set and maintained standards for piety and behavior.
Only members could be brought before the church for disciplinary action, and
members had the power to rule on matters of discipline, either directly by a vote or
38
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indirectly through the decisions of the elders whom they had approved. 39 Church
members could be censured by the congregation, and that censure could lead either to
rehabilitation or to excommunication. Just as admissions were propounded publicly,
so too were disciplinary decisions announced "in open Assembly" of the church;
changes in a congregant' s covenant status were of public concern and punishment was
doled out "in full public view," allowing the full congregation to see the consequences
of poor behavior. Excommunication need not be a permanent condition, howevershe or he could be brought back into the covenant if sufficient contrition was offered. 40
Saints were also subject to less formal disciplinary actions. Keeping an eye on one's
neighbors (so-called "watch and care") was an integral part of the covenant, and
members became subject to what Darrett Rutman called a "continuous moral
inquisition which was the meeting's duty to itself and to the community." 41
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Women were responsible for both understanding doctrine and following its
tenets. Saints who failed to do so were equally subject to church discipline, regardless
of gender. Discipline was a vital part of the Puritan church, and it was dispensed by
the visible saints, who had a responsibility to assist their brethren and sisters in
upholding the covenant. Saints were expected to demonstrate sanctification, or good
behavior stemming from their salvation, and visible sainthood was just that: visible to
neighbors, both members and unregenerate. While all saints were subject to
discipline, and men were far more often the subject of censure, Monica DiCataldo
Fitzgerald has found that women were censured for different transgressions and
"confessed differently in front of their congregations."42 According to Cotton, the
prohibition against women speaking in church was lifted if they were brought before
the congregation for disciplinary action:
When the Apostle forbiddeth women to speak in the church, he meaneth,
speaking partly by way of authority, as in publick praying or prophesying in
the Church, (J Tim. 2.12.) partly by way of bold inquiry, in asking questions
publickly of the Prophets in the face of the Church, 1 Car. 14.34. But to
answer it: If the whole Congregation have taken just offence at the open sin of
a woman, she is bound as much to give satisfaction to the whole Congregation,
as well as to the Presbyterie. 43
Fitzgerald found that men were usually censured for public transgressions-"extemal
failures"-and "asked for help from the community in fighting off sin as if it were an
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outside attack" while women's censures focused on their "internal weaknesses" and
their confessions centered on "personal reflection and piety." From her examination
of Puritan censure patterns, Fitzgerald deduced that "men and women divided the
covenant down gendered lines." 44
Aside and apart from gendered perceptions of censurable offences, women's
experience of discipline was also different than that of men, because while they were
susceptible to it like other members, they had no voice in formulating the doctrine that
governed such discipline and they were not given a vote in church matters. Votes of
the members were necessary to approve the installation of ministers and elders, to
accept new members into the covenant, to dismiss members who requested release
from the covenant, and to censure or excommunicate wayward members. The
scriptural admonition that women should not speak in church was extended to include
voting because, as Richard Mather explained, "voting imports some kind of
government, and authority and power: now it is not government and authority, but
subjection and obedience which belongs unto women, by the rule, and so is the
practice of women amongst us." 45
While each Congregational church was meant to be governed by its visible
saints, this power was only intended for those who "according to God are onely
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capable thereof, to wit such Persons who are made able to receive this power, and to
put forth the practice thereof." Women were excluded from this category, along with
children and "mad Men." It went without saying that women could not be ministers,
elders, or pillars, and freemanship-and therefore the civic franchise-was also
available only to adult male church members. All rights of governing, voting,
decision-making, and ruling were limited to adult men. 46
Church membership was made a prerequisite for freemanship in Massachusetts
Bay in the first decade of settlement. Puritan New England was not a theocracy;
ministers could not also hold civil office and the civil government had no authority in
doctrinal matters. After 1636, however, only members of churches which had been
established with civic permission were legally qualified to become freemen. This
system meant not only that magistrates were selected by church members, but also that
46
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only church members could serve as civil officers or jury members. The consequence
was that whenever inhabitants were in the hands of justice, "when they come to be
tryed there, be it for life or limb, name or estate, or whatsoever, they must bee tryed
and judged too by those of the Church," whether or not they were church members
themselves. Restricting civil affairs to church members effectively placed the test of
civic character in the hands of church elders and congregations. 47 Church membership
was part of the path to social standing and civic engagement, and in both church
affairs and civil government, one was sanctioned. to speak with authority only after
acceptance into the body of visible saints-and only if the saint was male.
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"the Duties belonging to every one"
Patriarchy and Hierarchy
The seeming contradiction between women's spiritual independence and their
earthly submission was easily explained and understood by those who lived in a
society ordered by strict notions of hierarchy. The Puritan God was "not the God of
confusion, but of order" and therefore, as in an army, "each Person keeps his place &
posture. The power is in the whole firstly, but each part knowes his rank, and acts
after his owne order and manner." This was a society in which hierarchy was
ordained by God and considered to be the very foundation of the social and spiritual
order. 48 The hierarchical relationships that ordered New England society were rooted
in the Puritans' understanding of the Fifth Commandment, which ordered believers to
"Honour thy father and thy mother, that thy dayes may be prolonged upon the land,
which the Lord thy God giveth thee." 49 This directive had significance far beyond
family relationships, however. Parents, in this Early Modem interpretation, were
metaphors for one's superiors in general, and the commandment was understood to
require "the preserving the Honour, and performing the Duties belonging to every one
in their several Places and Relations, as Superiors, Inferiors, or Equals."50 All
members of the community had mutual responsibilities as both superiors and inferiors,
and the performance of those duties was a sign of respect for both the community and
48
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for God's law. 51 Limitations on women's full participation as church members did not
contradict a belief in spiritual equality; by faithfully living in the role that had been
ordained for them, Puritans served God by submitting to the hierarchy. 52
While all Puritans had a place in the hierarchy, of the free white inhabitants it
was women whose lived experience of faith was restricted regardless of where else
they might fall in the hierarchy. 53 The settlers of New England had brought with them
not only their religious convictions, but also an English world view. Scriptural
commands of submission to authority confirmed an English custom in which "the
great weight of public opinion deemed [women] mentally, morally, psychologically
and physically inferior to men." While the Puritan understanding of the Fifth
Commandment defined a series of dichotomous relationships-husband/wife,
minister/layperson, master/servant, parent/child-women were always subordinated
first as women. Women effectively occupied a parallel hierarchy wherein they were
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subordinate to the men "of their rank." 54 Puritan churches represented this by seating
women separately from and parallel to men in the meetinghouse.

"the travelling truth relating to duty unto the children of the Church"
The Halfway Covenant
Women's church membership allowed them access to the sacraments and
made them subject to church discipline, but denied them a voice in church
government. Their membership was a modified form of that enjoyed by men, who
had full access to all of the rights and responsibilities conferred by their status as
visible saints. Puritan doctrine did not officially distinguish women's membership as
different in kind, however, and only defined a liminal category in 1662 when the socalled Halfway Covenant articulated a separate type of membership. 55
The Halfway Covenant was officially adopted by a synod in 1662, but the
problem it tried to solve had emerged much earlier. Children of saints were baptized
because they were already assumed to be under the covenant, but many baptized
children of the founding generation grew to adulthood and failed to have experiences
of saving grace (or at least, failed to volunteer to relate a conversion experience to the
congregation). Puritan divines agreed that baptism did not excuse "children of the
4
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church"-baptized but thus far unregenerate adults-from the requirement of
confession for admission to full membership, but this raised a difficult question: If
these "children" had been members under their parents' covenants as infants, but were
not counted as full members in adulthood without a profession of saving grace, at what
point did they cease to be saints? Puritan doctrines of predestination meant that only
God could grant salvation and that there was no intermediary status between salvation
and damnation. If baptized children did not become members in full communion, did
this mean their membership-and by implication, their salvation-could be revoked?
And, if the membership of the children of the church was in question, what should be
done about their children-did the covenant extend to them? Could the children of
the "children of the church" be baptized? If the third generation did not qualify for
baptism under their parents' baptismal covenant, were they qualified by the promise
God made to their grandparents? Who, exactly, was the "seed"?
This conundrum revealed a paradox in Puritan theology; the baptism of infants
who could not yet demonstrate saving grace was incompatible with the belief that
baptism was a seal of which only the regenerate were the correct subjects. The
contradiction between the Puritan denial of grace's inheritability and their practice of
infant baptism was not resolvable through simple logic and required some theological
gymnastics to justify. 56 The question of baptism for the founders' grandchildren was
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Finally, in 1662, a synod called for this purpose declared that those who had been
baptized but had not made confessions of faith could continue, in adulthood, in a
halfway status-they would be subject to church discipline and could seek baptism for
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church affairs and could not participate in the Lord's Supper. Owning the covenant
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Examinations of seventeenth-century Congregational churches typically
identify the Halfway Covenant as a turning point, after which there were three levels
or categories of membership: full communicants, baptized children, and halfway
members. Edmund S. Morgan and Robert Pope both argued that the synod created a
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children. 59 None of these delineations, however, acknowledged that full membership
did not convey universal privileges. They fail to note the modified membership that
had been the only type available to female church members all along.
Both halfway members and women in full communion were excluded from
participation in church government, though only halfway members were barred from
participation in the Supper. In terms of personal piety and public perception, voting
had less import than the sacraments, but in practical terms disenfranchisement of
women left them officially powerless to direct the affairs of the church, including
doctrine and practice, discipline, election of officers, and the admission of new
members. Male halfway members retained the option to join in full communion and
embrace both the sacrament and the vote, but women's status as subordinate saints
was the fullest level of participation they could achieve. While the spiritual benefits of
church membership were open to all, women were not allowed participation in the
governance of the church or in civic affairs that was the rightful privilege of men who
had achieved the same status. Women received what amounted to a kind of halfway
status only after undergoing the arduous process of examination and confession. The
privileges of governance, decision-making, and voting were not conferred upon all
visible saints, but only upon those who had formally joined the covenant and were
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male. 60 These limitations seem as though they could have left women powerless and
voiceless in their churches, but women who achieved sainthood could and did find
ways to overcome these barriers while still acting within the confines of the gendered
hierarchy. Though they could not transcend the halfway status conferred on them as
women, they could use their membership and their relationships with men as leverage
to shape their experience within the church and to find meaning in the practice of their
faith.

"her Soul bound up in the Bundle of Life"
The Feminized Congregation
Considering church membership through a gendered lens reveals the
interaction between the English hierarchical system and Puritan theology. This
rigorously defined church system, with its firm boundaries around participation, was
modified and negotiated to make the Puritans' redefined religious community conform
to the social structure they already knew. New Englanders' patriarchal world view
constricted women's official participation in the public life of the church, but women's
lived experience did not necessarily conform to official prescriptions. Women's
dominance on the membership rolls indicates that they were able to find meaning
within an institution that seems to have subjugated them.
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Janet Wilson James has pointed to "two constants" in American women's
religious history: "women usually outnumber the men" and "men usually exercise the
authority." This holds true in New England Puritanism, where men clearly held the
reins of official power despite women's numerical majority in membership. 61
Explanations for women's attraction to the church in New England have focused
around three general themes: First, that women were more pious because of their role
as mothers; second, that Puritan definitions of piety were distinctly feminine and
therefore women were able to more easily reconcile the role of repentant sinner with
their subordinate roles in the world; and third, that Puritanism's assertion of individual
salvation provided women with an opportunity for public power despite the limitations
their gender imposed. 62
Motherhood could have contributed to women's piety by focusing their
attention on their own mortality and by creating concern for the spiritual welfare of
their children. Childbirth was a dangerous prospect in the seventeenth century, and
while child mortality was lower in New England than it had been in old England, the
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survival of both mothers and children were less than certain. Facing the possibility of
death in childbirth may have turned women's thoughts more often to the state of their
souls. If she survived the birth, a woman turned to the task of raising the child in piety
and good discipline; according to this argument, mothers were motivated to join
churches, in part, so that their children would have the benefit of baptism. 63 This is
borne out by Robert Pope's finding that women were more likely than men to take
advantage of the Halfway Covenant in the churches he surveyed. Still, this line of
reasoning is not entirely satisfying. In Puritan New England, fathers were considered
the spiritual heads of their households and as such would have also had investment in
their children's spiritual welfare. 64 Certainly women were defined in Puritan society
by their status as mothers, and a sense of maternal duty may have contributed to
women's desire to become church members. However, concern for children's welfare
63
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was not solely the responsibility of women and should also have motivated men to
join, so this cannot fully explain the discrepancy. Neither can the association of
sainthood with feminine imagery and values fully explain women's disproportionate
membership numbers. 65 While there was some association between the qualities of
the ideal woman and the ideal believer, qualities like "meekness" and
"submissiveness" were not totally feminized concepts in the seventeenth century and
would not necessarily have struck the Puritans as references to particularly female
traits.66
Women were limited in their access to official modes of power in all aspects of
Puritan society, but the church offered them a means to indirect power through its
emphasis on individual salvation. Several works have suggested that it was this access
to institutional power which led women to join churches in disproportionate numbers.
Charles Lloyd Cohen reasoned that it was this sense of spiritual equality that led
women to join despite the gendered inequalities of church membership. 67 Mary
Maples Dunn argued that female piety served a purpose for society in a way that male
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piety did not, and assigning different goals to men and women led to a decline in male
piety while women's increased because religion became less connected to men's
social goals and more connected to women's. By the last half of the seventeenth
century, women were more closely associated with maintaining the faith and the
Puritan mission, and this set of gendered expectations pushed women into the church
at the same time they made piety less important for men. 68 Laurel Thatcher Ulrich and
Amanda Porterfield have argued that the church's emphasis on spiritual equality
provided women with access to alternate routes to power by giving them access to a
public institution. Despite limitations on their official exercise of power-denial of
the vote and of leadership roles-women were able to rely on private, indirect
influence to shape their lived experience within the church. 69
The increasing proportion of women on the membership rolls likely resulted
from a combination of these factors. Though women also had access to civil courts
for the resolution of disputes, the church was the only social institution in which
women were not just occasional participants or observers, but were members and
insiders involved in its daily operation. The church's emphasis on both spiritual
equality and personal piety helped women find meaning for themselves as believers.
Whatever the reasons, the higher proportion of female church members meant that the
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church was being shaped and led by a small fraction of those who walked through its
doors every week.

*

*

*

Though women were a numerical majority in New England's Puritan churches,
those churches remained male-dominated institutions. The clergy and elders were all
men, and they were chosen by the votes of only the male saints. Those clergymen
defined the doctrine, wrote the sermons, and administered the sacraments. Women's
admission to membership was contingent upon the approval of both the male elders
and the male portion of the membership, and women were subject to discipline that
was defined and doled out by men. Women were able to forge their own lived
experience to a degree, however, by studying scripture, participating in discussions
about doctrine, sharing in the sacraments, and engaging in private prayer. Though
they had no formal voice in church government, their status as saints gave them
indirect access to institutional power because their status as church members allowed
them to influence male authority figures in private meetings and conversations. While
in many ways women experienced church membership very differently than did men,
in other ways sainthood was a genderless status. Women's modified church
membership reflected the Puritans' hierarchical world view and as such did not
contradict their belief in individual spiritual autonomy before God. On the surface, the
contradictions between women's status as saints and their status as women seem to
have been resolved seamlessly, but the tensions were real and had real consequences.
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Women were subject to competing covenants-in their churches and in their
marriages-and were subordinate in all of them. Yet within these covenants, and
particularIy in the undefined spaces between them, women were able to access a
public role. The delicate balance women must have struck between assertiveness and
submission could not have been inconsequential to their everyday experiences as New
Englanders and as church members. In a faith that privileged the voices of the laity,
those who constituted a majority of church members were denied access to
governance. These women were not ignorant of the principles on which their
churches were founded; they read, heard, and discussed these ideas and so they could
not have been completely unaware of the discrepancy. Even if the Puritan world view
made gender a natural, rather than constructed, distinction, both men and women were
regularly reminded of gendered exceptions to saints' responsibilities and privileges
every time they took their seats in the meetinghouse. Although Puritan piety
encouraged rigorous introspection, this faith was as much social experience as it was
personal. Puritans granted the laity not only a right to engage with a community of
saints through knowledge, worship, and discipline, but also demanded of them that
they participate in the constant maintenance of the errand. The preservation of public
faith in the churches through enforcement and refinement of doctrine, through the
imposition of discipline on wayward members, and through scrutiny of their fellows,
was a public responsibility. These public acts of faith were the purview of all visible
saints-of men, who were sanctioned to speak and vote, but also of women, who were
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equally responsible as saints but who were not equally equipped to act in the service of
these goals.
The rule that women be silent in church was very specific and very technical
and therefore allowed avenues of expression and influence that transcended the
injunction of silence. It was not women's speech that was threatening to the church
order, but the authority that would be implied by allowing them to vocalize their
opinions in situations where they might influence, teach, or lead men. Women could
not speak aloud before mixed audiences in anything other than a submissive stance,
and they could not vote, but they could and did exercise influence in private
conversations with men or women, and they could speak through written
communications that could be shared with the entire congregation. 70 Though women
could not speak, they were not silenced.
Church membership was seen, at least prior to the Halfway Covenant, as a
dichotomous condition: Someone either was a church member or was not. There is no
evidence that women were considered to be anything less than full members, but their
practical experience of that status was fundamentally different from that of their male
counterparts. Women in New England's churches experienced a modified form of
membership that fused the Puritan belief in individual sainthood with a patriarchal
social structure. Puritan society was structured around a set of interlocking
hierarchical relationships, and within those relationships women were always
70
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subordinate to men. When viewed in isolation, the various restrictions placed on
women's activities can seem to be of little consequence, but examining the limitations
in their entirety reveals that women's church membership was fundamentally different
than that of their fathers, husbands, brothers, and sons.
The absence of female voices in seventeenth-century records means that we
cannot know whether the women seated together on their own side of the
meetinghouse felt frustration with these restrictions or wished for more vocal roles.
We can only investigate how they behaved when these restrictions were put to the test.
The founding of Third Church illustrates the interplay between official restriction and
informal power. After the dissenting men left their covenant and formed a new
church, the wives' five-year fight to join their husbands was shaped by their gender.
While these women lacked the power to vote and speak publicly, they were able to
pursue their desired dismissions without violating the boundaries set around women's
behavior in the church. When this group of women found themselves caught between
a church they wished to leave and one they wished to join, they negotiated their way
through their conflict with male authorities without speaking publicly in service of
their cause and without casting any votes to determine their fates. The differences
between these women's actions and their husbands' show how theoretical restrictions
on women's behavior in Puritan churches manifested in practice. The wives' ability to
advocate for themselves as church members was mitigated by their peculiar status as
both individual saints and social subordinates.

Chapter Two
"We cannot see our way cleare to so act with yourselves"
The Founding of Third Church, Boston

Choosing a minister was one of the most important acts of a Puritan
congregation. Although churches were theoretically governed by their members, in
practice it was the teachers and pastors who were largely responsible for shaping
practice. These men also administered sacraments and preached sermons, both of
which were means of bringing saints to a realization of their state of grace. John
Cotton knew that choosing a minister was a luxury the parish system in England had
not afforded, but he also understood that the choice could cause conflict among church
members. In the 1650s, to demonstrate how the voluntary gathered church was
superior to the parish system, Cotton described a hypothetical situation wherein a
minister died and "another one called into his place and Office by the generality of the
Church, who may be unsuitable to this or that Brother." In that case, Cotton said, it
would be better to grant that church member dismission rather than ask him to "submit
to the choice of the Church" or ask the church to "suspend their choice upon the
Negative vote of any one Brother." If the "dissenting Brother" should seek a letter of
dismission, the church would be "bound to yield unto his equall and just desire, that so
they may part in a loving and brotherly manner." 1 Just fifteen years after his death,
the very church that Cotton had led was split over the choice of a minister to fill its
pulpit and the elders ignored his prescient advice. There were other contentious
1
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schisms in New England, but none so dramatically affected the entire colony as this
one. 2 First Church's effort to hold a group of dissenters in their covenant engulfed the
colony in conflict and led to the formation of a new church in Boston.
Though it was not the first church established by Puritan immigrants in New
England, geography and politics put Boston's First Church at the center of New
England's early history. Located in New England's largest town and most significant
port, it was the only church in Boston for the colony's first two decades. Even after
Second Church had been established in the north end of the peninsula, First continued
to be the church of magistrates and merchants, and many of Boston's (and therefore
the colony's) most distinguished inhabitants could be found in its meetinghouse for
lectures and Sabbath services. 3 Boston's ministers had prominent voices in all the
debates of the seventeenth century; their proximity to the center of political power
gave them opportunities to influence civic policy, and their access to the printing
presses in both New England and London gave them an effective audience much
larger than that which filled their pews. First Church's early years had been disrupted
by the Antinomian controversy, but it had since enjoyed years of relative stability and
moderation under the leadership of ministers John Norton and John Wilson. In 1667
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the church found their pulpit vacant for the first time after the two ministers died
within just a few years of each other, and First Church chose to call not another
moderate but New England's most vocal opponent of the Halfway Covenant, John
Davenport of New Haven.
First Church had at least nominally adopted Halfway principles as early as
1657, when they voted to exercise discipline over baptized non-communicants as
though they were members, and the ministers had begun to gauge interest in "owning
the covenant" among the children of the church. The synod result had not been
implemented by the church, however, when its moderate voices in the pulpit were lost.
Several prominent members of the church opposed the practice and they were likely
instrumental in choosing Davenport for the church's ministry. 4 This choice was a
clear signal that the church would reverse course on the extension of baptism, which
Norton and Wilson had been inching toward in the years before their deaths.
Davenport believed the Halfway measures to be a dangerous innovation that
threatened the purity of churches; he argued that baptism was not, in fact, a seal of the
4
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child's "compleat and immediate" membership but was merely a seal of the parent's
covenant, and that there should be no degree of immediate membership available
without a full accounting of one's conversion experience. Knowledge of doctrine was
simply not enough. Though he engaged in a vigorous pamphlet war over the Halfway
result, Davenport had refused to attend the synod because he was also a fierce
advocate for congregational independence; he not only opposed this particular synod
result, but also rejected the premise of any synodical influence over individual
congregations. His call to the pulpit at First Church may indicate that a good portion
of the membership was opposed to the baptismal innovation and saw the vacancy as
an opportunity to retreat from it. Davenport's appointment changed First Church's
trajectory on baptism for sixty years; they did not fully implement the Halfway
Covenant until 1731. 5
John Davenport was not the church's first choice for their pulpit. James Allen
had been suggested as an assistant to Norton and Wilson as early as 1662, but First
Church was fully supplied with two teaching officers at the time and so the church
declined to call a third. Now, with the pulpit completely vacant, it was agreed that
although Allen occasionally preached in the church he was "unmeet to lead and rule
5
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our congregation alone, and therefore another must be first voted to guide and rule
him." On the death of Norton in 1663, the church reached out to John Owen in
England, but after three years of correspondence he was unable to accept the call.

6

When Wilson died in 1667 and the church had still not filled the vacancy, they turned
to the aging teacher at New Haven.
John Davenport was nearing seventy years old when he was called to First
Church's pulpit. He had been one of the original subscribers to the Massachusetts Bay
Company charter and emigrated in 1637 after he had been deprived of his pulpit in
England for nonconformity and spent some years in Laudian exile in Holland.
Davenport had been a close colleague of John Cotton, who had encouraged the young
minister to join him in Boston. 7 Davenport remained with Cotton in Boston for only a
short time before moving on, helping settle the struggling colony of New Haven with
merchant Theophilus Eaton. Davenport remained in the pulpit at New Haven for forty
years and there had helped craft the "strictest Bible commonwealth" in New England
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before he was called back to Boston. Davenport's association with John Cotton and
his status as one of the last surviving founding ministers may have influenced First
Church's decision to call him; he was their last link to the legacy of the founders at a
time when the baptismal innovation, royal interference, and incursions by Quakers and
Baptists seemed to threaten the future of the New England Way. 8 Davenport's
decision to accept the call was likewise influenced by both religious and political
factors. The First Church pulpit was a more effective platform for him to fight against
the Halfway innovation, and he was disheartened by the absorption of New Haven into
the larger (and less strict) colony of Connecticut.
When the church proposed calling Davenport to fill the vacancy the decision
was met with discontent by a small but significant minority of First Church members.
Though the initial dissent may have come from as many as forty men, in September
1667 twenty-eight members of First Church petitioned the elders to postpone calling
Davenport until the members had more opportunity to discuss the choice; if, after a
"free and full consultacion" they were unable to agree, the dissenters would
"acquiesce in the advice of a Councill of Elders and Messengers of Churches mutually
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to be chosen." 9 When the elders ignored this request and persisted in asking New

!

Haven to dismiss Davenport to them, the minority (or "dissenting brethren") presented
the elders with a document outlining the reasons for their opposition. The initial
disagreement over calling Davenport to the ministry almost certainly centered on his
opposition to the Halfway Covenant, but the concerns expressed in this letter were
largely procedural: Davenport had not yet been properly dismissed from New Haven,
they claimed, and the call had been "sudden" and did not provide an opportunity for
"free debate." The dissenters did briefly take issue with the church's reversal of
course on the Halfway Covenant, arguing that the church had already voted to adopt
its principles and had at that time given ample opportunity for hesitant members to
express their concerns. Turning their backs on the synod result, the dissenters
claimed, meant that First Church was "plucking downe" what their founders had built
and "in stead of following their faith, should now divert from it." 10 The elders waited
nine months to reply to the dissenters' objections.
Meanwhile, despite the objections and the lack of unanimity in First Church,
Davenport agreed to come to Boston to "finde out the minde of God." 11 He indicated
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that he would return to New Haven if he was not satisfied, but it appears that from the
,.

beginning he intended to stay in Boston, and in fact he never again set foot in New
Haven. Upon his arrival in Boston in May 1668, about twenty of the dissenting
brethren went with the church's blessing to meet with Davenport and "informe him of
the true state of matters," but when they arrived he was "unwilling to treat with them,
without the presence of some of the other Brethren." He eventually agreed to hear
them out but gave no response until the following lecture day, when he used the pulpit
to criticize the dissenters for their refusal to yield. The face-off between Davenport
and the dissenting brethren soon reached a critical point, with the dissenters
considering departure and Davenport suggesting that he would not agree to take the
call unless the dissenters would "sit downe silent" and drop their opposition. 12
Some members of the majority called for the dissenters to be censured, but
Elder James Penn refused to grant it and instead called for a council. The council
called by First Church met in Boston at the beginning of August 1668 and concluded
that the ideal of "Brotherly love" was not "attaineable by continuance in one Church
Body." They noted that the population of Boston now far exceeded the capacity of its
two churches, which gave many people an excuse to absent themselves and this "doe
make it an opportunity of great profaneness." The council therefore recommended
that the dissenters be dismissed with the "love and prayers" of First Church, that they
be allowed to set up a new church in Boston, and that they be permitted to seek
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communion in either First or any other church until their new congregation could be
established. Elder Penn read the result to the congregation of First Church and
declared with sadness that the dismissions seemed to be "the will of the Lord." Some
members were concerned that the dissenters could remain in First indefinitely by this
decree, but the dissenters assured them that "if the Church would give them their
dismission they would accept of it." 13 They presented their request for dismission two
days later.
First Church held a meeting to discuss the dissenters' request on August 10.
At this meeting, several First Church members asked the dissenters to leave the
meetinghouse. The dissenters agreed to do so only if the church limited their
discussion to the request; they explained that "if the Church had busines to transact
that concerned all the Church they durst not absent themselves." After the dissenting
men departed, their wives were "desired by the Elder and ordered to with draw." With
the dissenters and their wives outside the meetinghouse, the church immediately
reneged on its promise and gave Davenport an official call to the pulpit. Davenport
revealed that he had anticipated the call even before he was summoned to Boston and
had in fact been courted by members of First Church through "severall letters" that
had "passed in order there unto the yeare before." 14 First Church sent a letter to New
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Haven formally requesting that they dismiss their minister so that he could be installed
in Boston's pulpit. The church did not vote on the dismissions, however.
The question was once again raised at a church meeting on October 9 while the
dissenters waited next door; afterward, messengers from the church told the dissenting
brethren that First still "did earnestly desire their reuniting" and that they would not
consider the motion for dismission; the messengers from First Church explained that
this was "not a season" to discuss the separation since they were not yet ready to
ordain Davenport. After a letter of reply from New Haven that seemed to grant
Davenport's dismission was received and read to the church later in October, however,
First Church began to make preparations for his ordination. On the news that
Davenport could soon be ordained, the dissenting brethren made more urgent efforts to
secure release from their covenants with First. They failed to obtain their release
before Davenport was admitted into membership and given "a full and authorative
call," and so they sent a letter to four neighboring churches requesting that the
previous council be reconvened. These messengers met on November 23 and forged
an agreement whereby the dissenters would let Davenport's ordination "passe without
publique opposition" if their silence would not be construed as consent, and Davenport
was ordained on December 10, 1668. 15
One month after Davenport's ordination, he used a sermon to declare that if the
dissenters were to take the Supper it would "actually and really demonstrate their
acceptance of the teaching officers, as well as if they had consented from the
15
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beginning." The dissenters saw that they were in a no-win situation: "if they did
partake they [First Church] would never give them [the dissenters] their dismission,
but tell them they had lost their case by their owne consent, and if they did not partake,
they would improve it against them in order to censure." On the Saturday afternoon
before the sacrament was to be offered, the dissenters delivered a letter to the elders
explaining that they could not take communion with the church under the conditions
Davenport had imposed. When the sacrament was administered, all of the dissenters
withdrew except for those who served as deacons; these men were required to help
administer the Supper, and they performed their duty at the table so that they would
not be censured, but they did not partake. The church later discharged the deacons of
their offices for refusing the Supper on these grounds but once again did not censure
any of the dissenters, and Davenport seems to have backed off his earlier ultimatum
because they all "sate down with the Church at the Lords table" at the next
administration. 16
The dissenters submitted another letter to the church in February requesting
four possible actions: that the church grant their dismissions; that the church grant
their dismissions in several months, after a new meetinghouse had been built; that the
church recall the council or allow the dissenters to do so; or that the church dismiss
them to another congregation. All of these were denied. First Church held another
meeting in March 1668/69 to discuss the dissenters' request for dismission. The
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dissenters asked again for another council but were denied. A vote was put to the
church about whether to grant the dismissions, and "it was answered in the Negative:
unanimously." The church also bowed to the Elders' opinion that "to grant a Councill
tends to overthrow the Congregationall way," that "there was no releife for a greived
Brother or Brethren in a church unless the Church will relieve them untill the day of
judgement and That the church itselfe is the sole and alone Judge." 17
With the church so clearly and adamantly opposed to a council, the dissenters
decided to call a council themselves. The men sent a request to "severall churches"
asking that they consider the case, explaining their predicament in being unable to
secure dismissions despite the previous council result. Rather than a breach of the
Congregational Way, as First Church saw it, the dissenters viewed councils of
neighboring churches as "the onely next refuge in order left us by christ in his
word." 18 The ministers of the churches at Dedham and Roxbury, John Allin and John
Elliot, drafted a letter in support of the dissenters' cause. Allin and Elliot, who had
been members of the first council, expressed serious concern about the situation in
Boston, noting that a rejection of councils would mean that churches would have "noe
meanes to heale breaches and other Evills in our churches." They argued that it was
time for First Church's neighbors to "perswad the Elders of Boston to graunt their
dismission" and that this would be in the best interests not only of the dissenters but
also of First Church and the congregational system. They encouraged representatives
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from the churches to meet them in Charlestown and "prepare our thoughts for a
conference with the Elders of Boston." 19
It is unclear whether First Church was aware that these letters had been sent,

but a few days later a meeting was hastily called by Elder Penn, purportedly so that the
dissenters' "offences might be removed soe as that there might be a comfortable
sitting downe" when the Lord's Supper was next administered. At what must have
been a raucous meeting, Joseph Davis and John Hull were "singled out" among the
dissenters and accused of "haveing layed a false charge upon the Elders." When a
protracted debate failed to reach a conclusion, Elder Penn then accused the dissenters
of offending the church by "absenting themselves" from the Lord's Supper and then
later taking the sacrament without "giving satisfaction" to the church. Two other
dissenters, Edward Rawson and Thomas Savage, jumped to defend all the dissenters'
actions, arguing that they had given written explanations for their absence in advance
and had tried to restore some peace in the church despite their disagreements by taking
the Supper afterward. A member of the majority then accused all the dissenters of
being "guilty of scisme and making divisions in the Church" and argued that "it was
the Church duty, to lay them under censure." He specifically singled out Davis,
Rawson, and Hull as the "ring leaders" of the dissent, since the dissenters often held
their meetings at these men's houses. The other dissenters then jumped to their feet
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and denied the charges, asserting that they "were noe ways led by them or any
other."20
At this point, Elder Penn tried to defuse the meeting's tensions and suggested
that they "might all sit downe at the Lords table together and he could pass all by."
Davenport, who seems to have been silent up to this point in the proceedings, rebuffed
Penn's suggestion and "declared that he could not sitt downe at the Lords Table with
the dissenters, untill they had given him satisfaction"; this was seconded by Anthony
Stoddard, among others. The church finally set a meeting for the following week to
"charge the dissenters in a better method than they had done," to present their charges
against the dissenters in writing and to have formal proceedings "managed" by the
elder and judged by the brethren. 21 A formal censure seemed imminent.
The second council, which had been summoned by the dissenters, met in
Boston four days later. The dissenters reasserted their hope that the matter could be
settled according to the first council's recommendations; they reiterated their inability
to "sit down quietly and submit to the act of the rest" in the call to Davenport and also
their belief that they had no hope of "releif but in our application to yourselves as the
onely ordinance of God provided in such cases.'m The council asked that
representatives of First Church meet with them, but the elders replied that while they
20
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would relate any council result to their congregation, they would not agree to a
meeting because it would give "offence to the church." The council sent another letter
attempting to persuade representatives from First Church to meet with them but was
again and more forcefully refused. Davenport and Penn averred that the council was
illegitimate and that the disposition of the dissenters was an internal matter that could
only be decided by the church itself. 23
The tension between the autonomy of individual churches and the need to
somehow enforce consistency in practice cut to the heart of the congregational system.
Certainly, the elders of First Church had a point that the internal affairs of their
congregation were not subject to the opinions of their neighbors, since each
congregation was individually constituted. However, these independent congregations
were also interdependent. They relied on each other to adhere to and practice the
principles of the New England Way sufficiently that they could be called upon to help
with the establishment of new churches and with ordinations and that their
discernment of a member's likely sainthood could be used as evidence for admission.
While Davenport believed that there was a relationship between the churches, he
believed that only individual congregations could determine practice and discipline
inside their own meetinghouse. Davenport's rejection of the Halfway Covenant was
based at least in part on his rejection of consociation (interchurch cooperation for the
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purpose of advising on doctrine and practice) and he continued this rejection in his
denunciation of the councils.
The day after Davenport and Penn responded to the council, the church met to
consider the dissenters' fate. The council was meeting at the same time in
Charlestown and sent messengers to deliver another letter to First Church. This letter,
signed by thirty-two male representatives of neighboring churches, pleaded with the
church to meet with the council before rendering a decision about the dissenters. 24
The council messengers, who included Richard Mather and other "Reverend
Honoured and aged Gentlemen," hoped to meet with representatives from First
Church before the council issued its result, but they found the meetinghouse door
locked and waited outside at such length that chairs were brought for them. While
they sat outside the locked door of the meetinghouse, church members arrived for the
meeting and found themselves locked out as well.
After several hours the letter was eventually taken inside, though not by the
council messengers themselves as they had desired, and two votes of the church were
required before the letter was read to the congregation. The church voted to "take no
notice of it, and laid it by, but proceeded to that which they called the worke of the
day." Someone inside the church meeting-possibly Elder Penn-must have taken
the dissenters' side because although many had seemed prepared to censure the men,
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this meeting, too, ended without resolution of the dissenters' fate. 25 After being
refused a meeting with the First Church elders, the council representatives returned to
their deliberations. Later that day, after returning to his son's home, Richard Mather
collapsed and within a week he was dead. Mather was seventy-three, partially blind
~-.

and nearly deaf, and his final illness was likely caused by a preexisting kidney
condition, but the strain of moderating the council may have been more than
coincidental.

26

Mather's illness prevented him from signing the council result that was issued
later that day. The council declared that their meeting was appropriate and allowed by
the principle of consociation, and that the request by the dissenters for their opinion
was "regular and orderly" since they sought advice on the result of a previous council
that had been called by the church elder "with the consent of the Brethren." This
second council found that the first council's result had been sound, that the dissenters
had, "according to the Councills advice, seasonably-earnestly, frequently, and
humbly desire[d] the said dismission," and that First Church had never given a reason
for ignoring the council result. The second council therefore concluded that First
Church was compelled to follow the first council result, to grant the dissenters their
dismissions, and to allow them to have communion at any church in order (including
First) until their new meetinghouse could be built. The council further declared that
25
26
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First Church's refusal to grant the dismissions did not abrogate the dissenters' right to
have them, and that the first council result gave the dissenters "immunity from
censure" in the matter. This second council stated that the establishment of a new
church by the dissenters "may seasonably proceed" despite First's objections. 27
The dissenters then submitted another letter to the church. The dissenters
denied that they were "guilty of any open Publike and scandalous offence" that would
justify censure, and they asserted that the church's actions against them did not in fact
constitute censure. They declared that the church had "disobliged themselves from
any other duty unto us, and evacuated that relation which sometimes we had to the
Church." 28 Finally, the dissenters explained that they were duty-bound to obey God
by forming a new church. They asked First Church's "prayers and Blessings" but
were done asking for their permission. First Church responded by dubbing the
dissenters "scismaticks" and voting once again to deny them communion. 29 The
dissenters left the meetinghouse and soon after sent a letter to five neighboring
churches to ask for their help in forming the new congregation. 30
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Two years and two church councils after the controversy began, the dissenters
had given up fighting for their release from the First Church covenant and established,
without dismission, their own church-an unusual step justified by the results of both
councils recommending that they be dismissed without censure. While Boston's
Second Church had been established with First Church's consent in the north end of
the peninsula in 1649 to accommodate the town's growing population, this new church
had been founded "in a storme." 31 The chaos that had begun in the First Church
meetinghouse had become a colony-wide issue and revealed less-than-godly behavior
in Boston's godly congregation. New Haven's letter purportedly granting Davenport's
disrnission was proved to be a forgery committed by the elders of First Church and by
Davenport's son, who had shortened the real letter and altered its meaning. When the
full letter from New Haven was revealed in June 1669, it "became discourse in the
Towne" that the church had been so deceived. Davenport and the elders were forced
to defend themselves from an onslaught of rebukes from ministers throughout the
colony. 32
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This forgery was yet another dramatic tum in a story that revealed how easily
tensions in the congregational system could threaten to unravel the New England Way.
The Lord's Supper, the Puritans' most important sacrament, had been used as a tool to
ensnare and manipulate the dissenters. First Church rejected two council results, and
in fact rejected any advisory role for councils at all, threatening the only mechanism
through which congregational polity could maintain anything resembling coherence or
orthodoxy. Church meetings to discuss the crisis attracted standing-room-only crowds
of Bostonians to the First Church meetinghouse, and the strain of attempting to
mediate the dispute led (at least indirectly) to the death of Richard Mather, one of the
colony's most eminent founding ministers. Davenport did not survive the ordeal
either, though his age was as likely a factor as the controversy; he died at the age of
71, less than a year after Third Church was formally established. 33
With the forming of the new covenant and church, the first phase of the
conflict had ended. A group of male dissenters and the "major part" of the church had
battled for dominance in their church-a minority of laymen had labored to have their
say against the majority, and a conflict rooted in the Halfway Covenant had come to
center around the church's right to refuse the dissenters their requested dismissions.
In fighting for their dismissions and the right to form a new congregation, the
dissenting brethren had challenged the church elders and minister in public meetings.
The dissenters stood up and argued their case before mixed congregations, petitioned
further alienated First Church from its neighbors but became less pressing after Davenport's death in
March 1669170.
33
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for help from magistrates and neighboring churches, and eventually affixed their
names to a new church covenant. When their wives sought to join the new church,
however, these options were unavailable to them because they were women.
If the dissenters' wives had been included in the accounting of dissent at the

beginning of the crisis, the minority would not have seemed so minor-rather than
twenty-eight men, the dissenters actually numbered nearly sixty, which is not such a
small minority. The wives had not been included, however, when the dissenters left
their covenant with First Church and these women remained members of the old
church after the new covenant was signed. After the men emerged from the standoff
and formed a new congregation, First Church refused to recognize their church and
refused to release the women from their covenant. The wives' efforts to gain release
from their covenant obligation so that they could join the new congregation
constituted a second phase of the schism. The first phase had been a battle over
sacramental practice and church governance and was conducted on the battlefield of
public affairs. The men on both sides of the conflict had used every tool at their
disposal in service of their cause, and it was through the collective efforts of the
dissenting men, church councils, and magistrates' rulings that they were allowed to
form the new church. During the second phase, the same tools were employed but
with a fundamental difference: The women's activities were adapted to conform with
gender role expectations and to their simultaneous statuses as women, wives, and
church members. The second phase of the schism shows the ways in which women's
loyalty to conflicting covenants and their adherence to social expectations limited their
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ability to shape their own lives as church members, but also shows the ways that
Puritan society allowed opportunities for women to act in the service of their own
consciences.

Chapter Three
"To provide for our own peace and spirituall comfort"
The Dissenting Wives of Third Church, Boston

More than five hundred people had jammed into Boston's First Church
meetinghouse on February 12, 1668/69, to witness the elders propound their case
against three deacons who stood accused of "high contempt of the holy ordinance of
god" for refusing to take the sacrament because they objected to the church's decision
1
to call John Davenport to their pulpit. Two previous meetings for this purpose had

descended into chaos and ended without resolution, and while the three deacons were
discharged of their duties on that February day, the bigger questions of the crisis were
left unresolved. A rift had been created in the congregation and this led a significant
minority of the church to abandon their covenant and form a new congregation.
The fates of the deacons and of all the dissenters had been in the hands of men,
as the fates of the two churches and of the dissenters' wives continued to be. The
women had been left behind to seek their own dismissions, and their efforts to do so
show women confronting an inherent paradox within Puritan society and theology that
simultaneously positioned women as subordinates and as equals. Conflicting
covenants and contradictory prescriptions for both women and male authorities
trapped the women and the churches in a conflict that lasted five years. Throughout
this dispute, the wives of Third Church's founders were able to advocate for
themselves as believers and church members without violating the bounds of Puritan
1
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hierarchy and its prescribed behavior for women. During their five-year effort to join
the new church, the wives of the Third Church dissenters were not subjected to
gendered criticisms. Here, we find seemingly conventional women-not heretics or
agitators-exercising spiritual and social agency, asserting their right not only to join
their husbands in worship but also to follow their own consciences and doing so in
ways that were compliant with the roles prescribed to them within the Puritan system.
We also find, however, that the patriarchy was not an illusion. In the end, the women
were unable to free themselves without male support; they finally gained admission to
the new church through the efforts of Third Church's minister and a church council.
The women's efforts to free themselves from their covenant obligation to First Church
reveal that the patriarchy in New England was neither impenetrable nor absolute, but
the women's reliance on men to advocate for them reveals that the patriarchy was real.

*

*

*

Puritan society was infused with hierarchy and wives were commanded to be
subordinate to their husbands in almost every regard; the covenant made between the
church and its members, however, was individual, and dismission for the wives was
not implied by the husbands' release. The contradiction between women's status as
subordinates in their marital relationships and the individual nature of their salvation
presented a problem for membership and dismissions.
Congregations had faced this question-whether wives needed individual
dismissions after their husbands were dismissed to another congregation-early in
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New England's settlement. Reverend John Fiske recorded a debate over an admission
to the Salem church in which a woman had failed to seek a letter of dismission from
her previous church; "she thought not herself bound to require their letters" since her
husband had already joined the congregation. The pastor posed the question, "how far
or whether a wife ought to seek letters of dismission if the man be dismissed," but
Fiske did not record the church's answer.2 Later, Fiske recorded a debate over the
admission of women whose husbands were dismissed from the Salem church to the
new church at Wenham. Some argued that the wives were "conceived of to be
dismissed with their husbands," but the church voted that the wives still had to give a
relation to their new congregation, indicating that their membership was conceived of
as simultaneously bound to their husbands' and independent. 3
Women's status as both individuals and subordinates, and the membership
crisis that contradiction caused for the dissenters' wives in First Church, might have
been no conflict at all if the wording of the dissenting brethren' s requests had been
consistent. When the dissenters in First Church finally decided to seek release from
their covenants, their initial request for dismission had included their "Deare
relations." 4 When this request was read to the congregation in August 1668, the
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church asked the dissenters to leave the meetinghouse so that they could discuss it;
after the dissenters withdrew, the church asked their wives to leave as well because the
dissenters' request had indicated a desire that their "Relations might be dismist with
them." The men's subsequent appeals for dismission, however, were for themselves
only and did not explicitly include their wives. The dispute between First Church and
the wives spanning the next five years resulted from the contradictions inherent in
women's membership and the unresolved question of whether First Church's
objection to the new church could or should override the duty of women to follow
their husbands. 5
After the new church had been established, First Church turned its attention to
the dissenters' wives, who remained members of the old congregation. At the end of
June 1669, the month following the formal establishment of the new church, First
Church held a meeting to assuage members' lingering doubts about Davenport's
dismission from New Haven, and the old church "put forth all the sisters, not suffering
them to be present, as if their consciences were not to be considered in satisfaction." 6
The motives for this action were not recorded, but it is likely that the women were sent
away for the same reason they had been before: As wives of the dissenting brethren,
they were participants in the controversy. First Church also may have thought the
wives would act as spies for the dissenters.
5
Third Church Narrative, 29. Hill posited that the men wished to shield their wives from "the
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In the coming months and years, with the dissenting men now out of reach, the
focus of the disagreement shifted within the church to the wives of the dissenters. The
contradictions in women's covenants allowed First Church to prolong the crisis; the
women's status-and therefore the new church's status-remained unresolved so long
as the women were not released from their covenant with the old church. If First
Church had allowed the wives to leave, the inter-church crisis would have been de
facto resolved in the new church's favor.

"one to another all of them are Sisters"
Communion of Churches
In February 1669170, less than two weeks after Third Church had ordained
Thomas Thatcher as their minister, the elders of First Church "warned" the women to
attend a church meeting. In that meeting, the assembled congregants of First Church
were told that unless they were traveling or their church had no officers to administer
the sacrament, it was a "breach of covenant" to hear a sermon or partake of the Lord's
Supper at a church other than the one of which they were members. It was an ironic
command, given the Puritans' practice of "gadding to sermons" in old England, and
also imposed unprecedented restrictions on accepted principles about the relationship
among godly churches. This was_ clearly directed at the wives of the dissenters,
forbidding them to take the sacrament with their husbands at the new church now that
Third Church had both a meetinghouse and a pastor to administer the Supper. No
stretch of the imagination could have used "travel" as a justification for attendance at
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the newly built Third Church meetinghouse, since it was located just two hundred
yards from First Church in the center of Boston. 7
Puritans had been punished in England for going to parishes or preaching
places other than their own churches to hear sermons and sometimes to take the
sacrament, a practice known as gadding. They did this not only in cases where their
own parish had no preaching ministry, but also to hear renowned preachers or to hear
sermons that aligned more closely with their religious views. They were punished for
this practice because it undermined the authority of the Church of England and called
into question the efficacy of the official homilies. 8 Because there was no parish
system in New England, it is possible that the practice of gadding was rendered
irrelevant by the voluntary nature of settlement and church membership, by the
requirement of a preaching ministry, and by the congregational tenet of the
"communion of churches." 9 Church members still seem to have occasionally sought
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Economy of Puritan New England (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997), 42-45; and in
Robert G. Pope, The Half-Way Covenant: Church Membership in Puritan New England (1969; Eugene,
OR: Wipf and Stock, 2002), 163-165. Documents pertaining to the dispute over the meetinghouse's
location, along with editorial commentary, can be found in Hill, History of the Old South, 128-153.
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On the practice of gadding to sermons in England, see Kenneth Charlton, Women, Religion
and Education in Early Modern England (London: Routledge, 1999), 154-155; and Martin Ingram,
"Puritans and the Church Courts, 1560-1640," in The Culture of English Puritanism, 1560-1700, ed.
Christopher Durston and Jacqueline Eales (New York: St. Martin's, 1996), 87. Settlers in
Massachusetts were clearly familiar with both the term and its meaning; John Winthrop paradoxically
used it as an insult against Anne Hutchinson during her trial. See Jane Kamensky, Governing the
Tongue: The Politics of Speech in Early New England (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997),
231n48 and 233n62.
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worship at churches other than their own, however, whether out of convenience or due
to other factors.
New England's first-generation ministers asserted that the communion of
churches was an important part of the emerging New England Way. John Cotton
described this idea as an extension of the communion of saints, which was the
founding principle of any congregational church. While each church was independent,
the churches of New England were related to each other and bound together in
"Brotherly equalitie, or co-ordination." 10 Membership in one church did not convey
membership in all, but visitors could be admitted to the Lord's Supper if they were
members in good standing of another church in good order. Visitors were accepted at
the Lord's Table not simply as individual believers, but also as covenanted members
of a congregation. The Supper was a seal not only of the saint's covenant with Christ

Religion in America: Toward a History of Practice, ed. David D. Hall (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1997), 44; and Robert M. Kingdon, "Protestant Parishes in the Old World and the
New: The Cases of Geneva and Boston," Church History 48 (1979): 290-304. On settlement patterns,
see Virginia DeJohn Anderson, New England's Generation: The Great Migration and the Formation of
Society and Culture in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1991),
chapter 3. For voluntary nature of church membership, see Brown and Hall, "Family Strategies," 44.
On the Puritan ideal of a preaching ministry, see Patrick Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 41-42. On the preaching ministry in New England, see David D.
Hall, The Faithful Shepherd: A History of the New England Ministry in the Seventeenth Century
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006), 5; Edmund S. Morgan, Visible Saints: The History
of a Puritan Idea (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1963), 6-9, 123; Francis J. Bremer, The
Puritan Experiment: New England Society from Bradford to Edwards (Hanover, NH: University Press
of New England, 1995), 25-28; and Foster, The Long Argument, 21-23.
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John Cotton, The Way of the Churches of Christ in New-England (London: Matthew
Simmons, 1645), Wing (2nd ed.) C6471, p. 102-103.
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and with their own church, then, but also a seal of the churches' communion with each
other. 11
In defending New England's stance toward members of the Church of

England, Richard Mather had made it quite plain that admitting a member of another
church to communion was recognition that the church in which they were covenanted
was a "true Church." He explained that sharing the Supper was "not only an Act of
Communion with the persons themselves, but also with the Congregation of which
they are." 12 John Davenport had explicitly endorsed this policy in 1639, stating
clearly that "members of other Churches well known and approved, by virtue of
communion of Churches, do mutually, and without exceptions communicate each of
them at others Churches." 13 Of course, these assertions were written largely, it would
seem, to placate New England's opponents in old England during the first years of
settlement, justifying their peculiar practices as non-separatist-a task which was
perhaps less critical now that the colony and its religious practices were established
and, in the aftermath of the English Civil Wars, New England's ministers showed
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Letters of recommendation were required if a member was going to leave their congregation
for any length of time to "reside and continue in another Towne," but there is no indication that a
formal recommendation was required to receive communion at another church on an occasional basis.
See Cotton, Way of the Churches, 103. Janice Knight has argued that the communion of churches "was
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increasing hostility to the establishment they had once committed to reforming. 14
There seems not to have been any change to the general understanding, however, that
members of New England's covenanted churches could be offered (and by implication
could receive) the Supper at a church other than that with which they were
covenanted. It was likely also incumbent upon members to communicate only in
congregations in good order, though it was not specifically commanded.
The New England Way, then, allowed covenanted church members to visit
other churches for both sermons and the Supper. The rule governing this act was
usually discussed in the context of travel rather than specifically to hear a different
preacher; John Cotton's explanation assumed that the visitor was "occasioned to rest
with [them] on the Lords day, when the Supper cometh to be administred." Other
reasons would have been largely irrelevant in Cotton's Boston (and in most other
Massachusetts Bay towns), which had only one church. 15 By the time of Davenport's
instruction, however, a second church had been established in the north part of Boston
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for some twenty years, and some members of First Church were in the habit of
attending Second Church and taking the Supper there. 16
Davenport's instruction would have ended the practice of attending
neighboring churches, making travel the only allowable reason for First Church
members to communicate at another church. His rigid definition placed tighter bounds
on the communion of churches and aligned with the churches' responsibility to protect
their members from separating on spurious or heretical grounds. It also aligned with
Davenport's rigid views on the independence of congregations that led him to reject
synods and councils as legitimate tools in governing the New England Way. As a
first-generation minister and long-time defender of congregationalism, he was prone to
drawing rigid lines regarding church practices. 17
The record does not reveal with any certainty how many members of First
Church endorsed Davenport's restriction on the communion of churches, saying that it
was approved by silence rather than by a vote. The dissenting wives, fearful of
offending First Church and coming under a censure that would prevent them from
seeking membership in another church, did not attend when the sacrament was offered
at Third Church two days later. That Davenport's unusual directive, a break with New
England tradition and Puritan tenets, was intended for them only-and that the new
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Third Church Narrative, 164. Davenport's directive does not seem to have been intended to
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church had the support of other congregations-was confirmed when "sundry
Brethren and sisters of other Churches did partake [at Third Church] by vertu of
Communion of Churches." 18 This shows not only that other churches recognized
Third Church as a church in good order, but also that Davenport's restriction on
communicating outside of one's covenanted congregation was not accepted practice in
other churches. 19
The dissenters' wives and the two churches were now trapped in a web of
conflicting prescriptions. If First Church were to grant dismission to the wives to seek
membership in Third Church, they would be tacitly acknowledging that the new
church was an orderly and godly congregation. For Third Church to admit the wives
to membership without dismissions from their previous congregation would have
violated church order. Despite the unusual circumstances of their founding, Third
Church adhered to the New England Way and could not jeopardize their standing as a
church in good order by admitting the wives without dismissions. Third Church also
hoped to establish regular relations with First Church and could not give the old
church any more ammunition to question the new church's validity. The wives could
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not preserve family order by worshipping with their husbands without violating their
own church covenants, and First Church refused to release them from their covenant
obligations; they could not obey one rule without violating the other. The women and
the two churches were now engaged in a struggle that revealed contradictions
regarding women's membership that were embedded in the tenets of their faith, a
conflict which took five years to reach a conclusion and even then was not fully
resolved.

"the duty which lyeth upon us"
Deference and Defiance
On February 28, 1669170, three days after his directive was issued, two of the
women met with Davenport and sought a compromise, offering that they would not
seek dismission from First Church at this time if he would allow them to attend church
with their husbands. 20 Importantly, they explained that they requested this concession
only because they were "satisfied in the orderly constitution of that Church whereof
their husbands were members." 21 The women sought to worship with their husbands
as their marriage covenant required, but they were also engaged with ideas of church
polity in a way that allowed them to make a judgment about the new church's validity.
As visible saints, they would have been expected to show proof of knowledge as well
as grace before their admission to membership, so it should not be surprising that they
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Unfortunately, the record does not indicate which of the sisters visited Davenport to offer
this deal. Third Church Narrative, 164.
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were able to make this assertion; it is noteworthy, though, that they would disagree
directly with their minister about the validity of a church. 22
Davenport evidently refused their compromise, because the same wives soon
met with his colleague, James Allen, and Elder James Penn to formally request
dismission for themselves and the other wives. It is likely that the women received
men's help in drafting their request, but it is not necessarily the case that the women
were not active in formulating their argument. 23 The women not only presented
written requests but also met with Davenport, Allen, and the elders to argue their case,
and there is no indication male advocates attended these meetings with them. It is
likely, therefore, that the women were actively arguing on their own behalf in these
meetings. Women were admonished to be silent in the churches, but this did not
preclude an ability to advocate for their own spiritual condition in private conference,
even when it meant actively disagreeing with their male superiors. 24
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In the written request signed by twenty women and submitted March 5,

1669/70, the sisters offered two arguments for their dismission. 25 Their first and
primary argument aligned with the Fifth Commandment and with the patriarchal
structure which followed from it. Wives were commanded by scripture and by the
church to rely upon their husbands for spiritual guidance, and families were meant to
worship together; they knew that "confusion, disorder, and disturbance ... will
unavoidably follow, when husbands goe to one place and wives to another to
worship." While the wives first noted their duty to obey and follow their husbands,
they also cited their "owne affections and desires earnestly pressing" them to join
Third Church. It was not simply wifely duty, but duty to God and to their own souls
that led them to seek dismission. Like their husbands' initial request for dismission,
this brief request did not mention any of the specific theological differences that led
the men to separate from their covenant. 26

were meant for ministers to provide guidance to parishioners, but this incident indicates that they could
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The sisters delivered this letter to Elder Penn and asked that he convey it to the
members of First Church. After three days, Penn opined that the wives' letter was
"too long a business" (though it was much shorter than their husbands' original
request) and refused to read the petition to the church as it had been submitted. 27 He
suggested that the sisters should shorten their request to "two or three lines" requesting
dismission to "a church in order" rather than specifically asking for release to Third
Church, and that each sister should submit her own request rather than requesting
dismission in a group petition. Penn's instructions indicate that there were two
problems with the wives' request: Approving it would have required First Church to
recognize the dissenters' church as legitimate because it specifically asked for
dismission to the new church; and it was submitted collectively by the wives.
Collective petitions were never questioned when the men submitted multiple requests
and petitions in the names of all the dissenting brethren, so this indicates that women's
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collective action was less acceptable and perhaps more threatening to the male
authorities. 28
After being assured that Penn was not attempting to ensnare them, the sisters
each submitted individual requests, but not exactly as Penn had requested: Twenty
identical petitions were submitted, each replicating the original request "only alltering
the term we to me." Davenport's death a few days later did not diminish the old
church's hostility toward the new church, and when the sisters' requests were read to
the church members two weeks later they were rejected by a vote "after much
agitation." 29 A member of First Church argued in the meeting that they should give
the petitions further attention; he suggested that if the sisters could not be dismissed to
Third Church then perhaps they could be given an "indefinite dismission." This
would have allowed them to join any church in order but would have allowed First
Church to avoid explicitly recognizing Third Church as a legitimate body. An
indefinite dismission would not necessarily have been an unusual step; many letters of
dismission released the member to the church where they intended to covenant or to
"any other Church in gospel order," and this seems to have been Penn's intention in
his earlier instructions to the wives about revising their letter. 30
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J arnes Allen, now serving alone in the pulpit at First Church, refused to act on
the member's suggestion and argued that "If the sisters had any such motion to make,
they might express it themselves." The member may have been baiting Allen, but at
the very least the women were prepared for his objection, because one of the sisters
produced a letter making just such a request and handed it up to the elders. The entire
text of the request was as follows:
We having presented our humble request for a dismission as we beleive
according to rule, upon reasons renderd in that request, to that Church whereof
our husbands are and perceiving that it is not acceptable to you doe humbly
request that you would grant unto us an indefinite dismission, and soe liberty
to joine unto any Church in order. 31
The women's defiance in these proceedings, while brazen, stayed within the bounds of
proper behavior since they seem to have remained silent when handing up their
requests; the prohibition against women's speech in the meetinghouse did not extend
to expressing themselves silently in writing. Written communication was easier to
ignore, however, and the elder stuffed the request in his pocket without reading it and
without relating it to the congregation. 32
An indefinite dismission appears to have been one of the few options for facesaving compromise for First Church, and the reason for the elders' refusal is unclear.
In all probability, they feared any dismission could be seen as an implicit acceptance
of Third Church's existence. It is also possible, though unlikely, that they still hoped
the dissenting men would yet be rebuked and return to First Church. The elders of
31
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Third Church Narrative, 167. On written versus spoken communication, see Kamensky,
Governing the Tongue, 85-86, 92-93.
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First Church, with the apparent assent of most of the members, fought to hold the
dissenters' wives in their covenant agreement for a combination of religious and
personal reasons. First Church was holding fast to the admonition that a church
should not dismiss members who sought release from their covenant for what they saw
as inappropriate reasons, even though their most eminent former minister, John
Cotton, had specifically cited disagreement over a minister as a case in which a church
was "bound to yield unto [a member's] equall and just desire" for dismission. 33 First
Church did not recognize Third Church as a legitimate congregation and therefore
thought they had a responsibility to members under their "watch and care" to protect
them from error. First Church's perceived responsibilities to their members and the
covenant, their determination to follow through on the efforts of their recently
deceased minister, and their personal animosity toward the new church grown out of
the now years-old conflict were likely all factors in the church's refusal to release the
wives. 34
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When the Lord's Supper was celebrated at both churches three days later, on
March 27, 1670, some of the dissenters' wives (and at least one other female member
of First Church whose husband was not a Third Church member) attended the new
church rather than the old. None of the dissenting sisters attended the sacrament at
First Church the following week, both "for peace sake" and because they had been
assured they would not be censured for absenting themselves. 35 Soon after, however,
the sisters gave up any pretense of being conciliatory or submissive after their efforts
to follow the advice of both Elder Penn and John Oxenbridge, who had been called to
fill the vacant pulpit in First Church, left them still bound to the old church.
Mary Savage, Judith Hull, and Susanna Dawes were invited to a meeting with
Oxenbridge, Allen, Penn, and "some other Brethren of the old church" on April 25,
1670, to defend the wives' participation in the Supper at the new church the day
before. The women explained that on April 18 Elder Penn had recommended in
separate meetings with both Dawes and Hull that the sisters all communicate with
their husbands at Third Church as a way of getting the church to address their petition.
They initially resisted, fearing that Penn was trying to use the sacrament to ensnare
them as had been attempted with their husbands, but the elder insisted that he would
"stand betwixt them and trouble" because he "knew no sin in their partaking with their
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husbands." 36 On April 21, three days after their meeting with Penn, Oxenbridge had
met with Mrs. Hull and Goody Dawes and recommended the same course. 37
When he was initially being courted to the pulpit at First Church, Oxenbridge
had indicated to both the wives and to First Church a desire that the issue with the
wives, whom he termed "half-members," be resolved before his ordination; he
evidently did not insist on it, however, and he was ordained on May 4. 38 Oxenbridge
seems likely to have been disposed to resolve the controversy in favor of the wives'
dismission. It is interesting that First Church would have called him to the pulpit in
the middle of the crisis, since he had been present at the founding of the new church
and had in fact preached a sermon at the founding in which he "praysed God that
though the day began in a storme yet that it ended in a Calme, and praid that this infant
Church might live to condemne their condemners." Perhaps he hoped that First
Church's eagerness to ordain a new minister would override their animosity toward
the new church and they would grant the dismissions if he indicated his assent.
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Despite his support for the new church, however, by 1671 he was a staunch opponent
of the Halfway Covenant. 39 His request that the "church take some care with their
[the wives'] remove before his day of ordination" had given Third Church and the
wives some hope that the issue could be resolved and the women could obtain their
dismissions. His addition to the ministry at the old church did not, however, diminish
the old church's animosity toward the new.
Oxenbridge had advised that the women might risk censure "for the not giving
constant attendance upon the Ministrie of the word every Lords day" if they absented
themselves from church altogether and that First Church might be more inclined to
address their case if they were to all take the sacrament together at Third Church. The
wives suggested that they would be willing to ask for dismission again before
communicating with their husbands or to wait "half a yeare" if there was hope for a
formal and orderly dismission from First Church, but Oxenbridge insisted that the
situation had reached a point of "now or never." He told them that they were unlikely
to get their dismissions from First Church by passively waiting, whether they delayed
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been in attendance at the church's founding. See Pope, Half-Way Covenant, 262-272; George E. Ellis,
History of the First Church in Boston, 1630-1880 (Boston: Hall and Whiting, 1881), 129; William
Emerson, An Historical Sketch of the First Church in Boston, From Its Formation to the Present Period
(Boston: Mumoe & Francis, 1812), 126. Oxenbridge's daughter, Theodora, later married Peter
Thatcher, son of Third Church's first minister. See Hill and Bigelow, eds., Historical Catalogue, 241242; Ellis, History of First Church, 129.
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another week or six months, and he encouraged them to take the sacrament with their
husbands and then immediately present another request for dismission.
The wives heeded the advice of both Penn and Oxenbridge and took the
Supper at the new church on April 24, 1670.

° Following the service, the sisters

4

delivered another request for dismission to the elders of First Church. In this request,
there was no mention of their obligation to worship with their husbands; they sought
release from their "Covenant engagement" in order "to provide for our own peace and
spirituall comfort as may, in our own consciences be most suitable to our duety for our
<edification in the Lord." 41 Were the patriarchal system of New England as absolute as
has been assumed, and if family had overtaken the church as the most important
institution in New England society, arguments based on the marriage covenant or on
support of the Halfway Covenant out of concern for the spiritual welfare of their
children and grandchildren would seem to be the most useful justifications for
requesting dismission. The wives did not mention the innovation or their husbands in
this request but instead argued that their own consciences demanded that they find
communion with the new church.
The sisters had followed the advice of an elder and the incoming minister, but
they did not get the outcome that had been predicted-they had, in fact, been
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Third Church records hint at a show of solidarity among the women of First Church,
dissenters and not, noting that "many sisters of the old Church: both widows and others did partake with
them." Third Church Narrative, 168.
41

Third Church Narrative, 168.
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ensnared. 42 They did explain that they sought this dismission after "having had
communion with our respective husbands," but the letter did not specifically request a
dismission to the new church; still, First Church once again rejected the compromise
of an indefinite dismission. On April 28, 1670, the old church responded to their
action by passing a vote against the sisters forbidding them to participate in the Lord's
Supper at First Church because they had taken communion with their husbands:
[T]hey have had communion with those with whom we have declared we
cannot hold communions till they remove offences given us .... We do declare,
therefore we cannot have communion with such of ours at the Lord's table who
have and do communicate with them, until they give us satisfaction, they
having broken that rule: I Cor: 10: 32. 43
First Church did not, however, formally place the wives under censure and did not
dismiss them. Though the old church had attempted to "ensnare" the dissenting
brethren with the Lord's Supper, the men had never been formally denied communion.
The women were now in the unusual position of being members of a church in which
they were forbidden the sacrament, and instead could only communicate at the church
of which they were not members; they were left without "complete or regular standing

42

Third Church records indicate that there was some disagreement between Elder James Penn
and Anthony Stoddard when Penn's advice to the women was revealed, suggesting that Penn had been
in favor of dismissing the wives and was stopped by Stoddard and others: "at this meeting Mr. Stoddard
retorted upon Elder Penn that he had never ruled him in the Church nor ever should"; Penn replied that
Stoddard "spake very true and that had bin the cause of the trouble which had befallen the church."
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instrumental in luring Davenport away from New Haven. See Third Church Narrative, 169; and
Porterfield, Female Piety, 121. Stoddard seems to have been stoic in his opposition, but there is also
some indication that he later married one of the dissenting wives, Mary Savage, after the death of her
husband Thomas. See Hill and Bigelow, eds., Historical Catalogue, 249.
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"Give none offence, neither to the Jewes, nor to the Grecians, nor to the Church of God"
(Geneva 1599). Third Church Narrative, 170.
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either in the old church or the new," and this status continued for the next four years.

44

First Church took this remarkable step without calling the sisters before the church,
which was the usual course for disciplinary action.

45

The women did not advocate on their own behalf again until August 1674, four
years later; all petitions to First Church for the wives' dismission during the
intervening years were penned and signed by the men of Third Church. Patriarchal
restrictions on women's behavior in New England were real, and the women had
simply run out of options for obtaining their release through the means that were
available to them. They had been effectively, though not technically,
excommunicated from the old church and had effective, but not actual, membership in
the new church. That the men had not been speaking for these women from the
beginning, and that the wives were not included in the husbands' new covenant, shows
that the patriarchy did not completely deny women agency, but the women's need for
male advocacy shows that there were limits to their autonomy.

44
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Third Church Narrative, 177.

Third Church Narrative, 170. The line between denial of communion and formal censure
was a thin one, but one that First Church evidently did not cross. David D. Hall noted that denial of
communion was sometimes imposed "on grounds of pending discipline," but First Church does not
seem to have ever pursued formal disciplinary proceedings against the women. Hall, Worlds of
Wonder, Days of Judgment: Popular Religious Belief in Early New England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1989), 160.
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"grant your loving dismission unto them"
Male Advocacy
Three months after the women were denied communion at First Church, the
minister of Third Church, Thomas Thatcher, sent a letter to First Church advocating
for the dismission of the wives, and he sent another letter asking for the same four
months after that. The first

lett~r

called on First Church to dismiss the wives and to

forgive past conflicts. 46 The second letter, sent in December 1670, reasserted Third
Church's standing as a church in good order and renewed the new church's call for a
"favorable and loving dismission" for those who desired it. The old church refused
both overtures. First Church's reply to the second letter declared that the old church
did not want to hear any more of "this matter" until Third Church was willing to admit
their errors, to see their "deviation from these rules and acknowledge and repaire
them" (at which point First Church would be happy to welcome them back into the
fold).47
In May 1671, two weeks before a General Court election that saw First
Church's political fortunes reversed, the old church did take up the case of Sarah
Pemberton. 48 Her husband was a founding member of Third Church and she had been
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Thomas Thatcher, "Essay for Accommodation," in Hill, History of the Old South, 174.
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First Church elders to Third Church, 16 January 1670, in Third Church Narrative, 180.
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On the election of 1671, see Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony to Province
(1953; Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), 108-109; E. Brooks Holifield, "On Toleration in Massachusetts,"
Church History 38 (1969): 188-200; Simmons, "Founding of the Third Church," 248-250. If the
election was indeed a referendum on the new church and on the Halfway Covenant, this calls into
question the assertion that the laity generally opposed ministers' attempts to implement the innovation.
Pope made a convincing case for lay opposition; see Pope, Half-Way Covenant, 133, 214-238. Hall
noted that the laity favored the innovation but does not explain how he came to this conclusion; he may
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taking communion with him there. In response to a question about her case raised by
a First Church elder, the church declared that "we look on ourselves as disingaged of
any Covenant duty to her and that shee ceaseth to stand in memberly relation to us."

49

It is unclear why First Church addressed Pemberton's case but refused to settle the

cases of the other wives. We know little about either Sarah or her husband, except
that he was a brewer and a freeman, and that their son became a minister of Third
Church in 1700. 50 There is no indication that her husband's status led the church to
address her case, since there were many more prominent men in the new church than
he. Since Pemberton was the only woman dealt with individually, and since her
husband could not advocate for her now that he was joined to Third Church, it is
possible that she made some agitation on her own behalf to obtain a dismission
separately from the other wives. While it is also possible that the church was willing
to entertain her request because she submitted it individually, their failure to grant her
either a particular or indefinite dismission shows that the women's collective action
was not the First Church's only objection to the dissenting wives' efforts. Their
declaration that Pemberton was no longer in covenant with them fell short of being a
formal dismission, and she did not join Third Church until she was admitted to the

have been including non-members in his definition of the laity. Hall, Worlds of Wonder, 153. Cooper
questioned lay opposition and also argued that the election was a measure not only of support for the
Halfway Covenant but also of the ministry. Cooper, Tenacious of Their Liberties, 109, 242n44.
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covenant with the other wives in 1674. First Church's decision about Pemberton was
cited in Third Church's written defense of the wives admittance at that time.
Other than this case, the records of both First and Third Churches are silent
with respect to the wives for the next three years. In June 1671, the new General
Court declared that Third Church should be considered a church in good standing, and
the new congregation continued to grow, though the acrimony between First and Third
churches did not abate. 51 Over the next four years, the membership of the new church
would surpass the Second, or Old North, Church (the church of Increase and Cotton
Mather). 52 Though the wives of the founders were unable to join the covenant, a large
number of women were among those who joined the new church in full communion
during these years. 53 The wives of the founders, barred from the Supper at First
Church, continued to attend services and participate in the sacraments at the new
church and do not seem to have actively pursued formal dismissions. Church
membership, as we have seen, conferred two major benefits: participation in the
sacraments and in church governance. Since women were never able to participate
actively in governance, and since the dissenting wives were able to participate in the
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Nathaniel B. Shurtleff, ed., Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay
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Supper in the new church despite their unresolved status, the only difference between
the dissenting women's practical status in Third Church and the actual status of their
church membership was the formality of signing the covenant. While the covenant
had real meaning for Puritan church members, the lived experience of these women
prior to joining the covenant with Third Church must have been very nearly identical
to what it would be after they joined.
Almost three years later, however, the wives' formal status remained in limbo.
At the end of June 1673 Third Church resumed their attempts to gain dismission for
the wives "after a long silence." Their renewed efforts were perhaps prompted by
Urian Oakes's election sermon in May, though records indicate that the colony's
magistrates and church elders were also anxious to have the dispute resolved. Oakes
was the pastor at nearby Cambridge and although he did not cite the Third Church
dispute explicitly, he did admonish those who fomented disputes and "mischievous
calumnities" in the colony and urged the people to put an end to these "moral evils." 54
Following Oakes' s sermon, the Third Church was "incouraged by Magistrates and
Elders of the Countrey to make another Essay for peace." In a letter to First Church,
Third Church's minister and ruling elder extended an appeal for the old church to
forget past offences and for a renewed spirit of communion between the two churches.
Thatcher and Edward Rainsford pleaded,
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Urian Oakes, "New England Pleaded With," excerpted in Third Church Narrative, 194-196.
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let it be no offence to you that we receive those of you who desire it that have
hitherto held Communion at the table of the Lord with us into our Communion,
but grant your loving dismission unto them, neither let it be any offence for
any of ours as they may desire it to come and partake with you in your neerest
Communion, or of yours henceforth on the like occasion to sit downe at the
Lords table with us.
The new church reasserted their hope for establishing regular relations and their sense
of shared purpose with First Church, insisting that "we have all the same common
cause viz the Congregationall way laid downe for substance in the Platforme of
discipline, the same friends, enemies, hopes, feares, dangers, desires, imbarked in the
same Commonwealth, and in hazard to be in the same Common woe, should god let
loose an adversary against us." 55 Adversaries indeed threatened the colony and the
churches in coming months and years, but the two churches did not reconcile and have
regular relations until 1682, when the Crown's efforts to impose toleration on the
colony made solidarity more important than the grudge. 56
First Church waited some two months to reply to Third Church's request for
the wives' dismission. In this letter, the ministers of the old church asserted that they
were not to blame for the discord between the churches. Their stance had not been
simply to "impos[e] a silence," but to take a stand against "division and contention" by
refusing to have relations with Third Church. The dissenters had been wrong to
separate from First Church during "an houre of temptation," and First Church saw it as
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an admission of wrongdoing that the new church was "asking earnestly againe and
againe" for "forgiveness." As for the wives, First Church implied that they needed
reminding of the issue; they discovered that the women were found "in our Church
records to have desired a release from their Covenant ingagements." The old church
declared the wives to have "upon their owne irregular choice gone out from us and
from any further Authority of this Church," but stopped short of extending a formal
release from the covenant. Perhaps they saw this as a way of avoiding the dismission
issue indefinitely; if the wives were no longer subject to the authority of First Church,
then the old church had no business issuing any dismission for them. The day after
drafting this letter, the old church voted to send their ruling elder to meet with the
wives and offer them a general dismission if they would "confesse their fault."
Though the wives' answer was not recorded, they clearly refused. 57 The cycle of
confession and reconciliation was common in disciplinary cases, and the wives'
refusal to admit fault was a clear sign that they had no interest in appeasing the church
with which they had been at odds for so long, and also likely indicates that they did
not trust the church elders to make good on a promise after failing to do so repeatedly.
In May 1674, a council of ministers met at the request of Third Church to
advise them about resolving the membership status of the wives. The question put to
the council was: "What is our duty towards those members of the Old church who
were and still are secluded from communion with that church in the sacrament of the
57

John Oxenbridge and James Allen to Third Church, 19 August 1673, in Third Church
Narrative, 199-200.
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Lord's Supper, only because of their participation with us therein, and who also desire
to join in church fellowship with us?" 58 The wording of this question is perhaps
important, because Third Church did not describe the women as those "who are
desired to" join the fellowship. The language used in the council request indicates that
the women's choice to join the new church was a necessary part of the argument for
their release. If the requirements of their marriage covenants overwhelmed the
women's individual covenants, they could have used the latter language. Stating that
it was the women's desire indicates that the women's wishes as church members were
to be considered and valued.
The council declared that Third Church was "and ought to be acknowledged, a
true church of Christ, standing right in the order of communion of churches in all
respects." Participation in the Lord's Supper at the new church, therefore, could not
be considered an offence to any other church, and any church who disciplined its
members for doing so would be violating "the rules and order of the communion of
churches." Because the old church had not enacted any formal proceedings against the
wives, the women could not be considered to be under censure, admonition, or
excommunication even though they had been barred from communion; they were
therefore still in good standing and eligible to join another church in good order. The
women had done everything in their power to secure orderly dismissions ("there
having been all due means used for their reconciliation to and dismission from the said
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church unto that which they find more for their edification and consolation in the
Lord"), and so the council concluded that "such members may joyne, and such a
Church unto whome they desire to joyn may receive them into their fellowship
without the transgression of any rule of Church order or any just offence given unto
the church unto which they did belong." 59 The council did not predicate any part of
their decision upon a requirement that the women follow their husbands in worship,
but instead acknowledged their rights as individual believers and church members to
justice and freedom of conscience in worship.
In August 1674, the women petitioned Third Church for admission to
membership. Based on the old church's assertion that the sisters no longer stood "in
any memberly relation to them," the sisters asked Third Church to admit them into
membership without a regular dismission from their previous covenant obligation.
They summarized their efforts to obtain that dismission and asked Third Church to
conclude that they could be admitted into membership in the new church where they
had been receiving the sacrament with their husbands. They argued that they were
"hopelesse for help from them [First Church], except wee would renounce communion
with you which we cannot in Conscience do." 60 The application for admission was
accepted by Third Church and the wives were finally admitted into membership on
October 16, 1674, some five years after their husbands formally established the new
church and four years since the old church had first denied them communion.
59
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In the end, then, the wives never obtained the dismissions which they and
Third Church sought for so many years. After five years of agitating for a formal and
regular dismission, the wives finally covenanted with the church of their husbands;
like their husbands, they never received formal dismissions from the old church. The
founding of Third Church was, with the long-delayed addition of the founders' wives
to the covenant, finally complete.

Conclusion
"Wee ly under the same rule"
Competing Covenants

The schism in First Church that resulted in Third Church's founding had its
roots in disputes over theology, politics, and church government. The men of First
and Third Churches were embroiled in controversies that had raged since the colony's
settlement: the proper subjects of baptism, the authority of the congregation, the role
of synods, and the relationship between the state and the churches. These disputes
stemmed from disagreements over the application of congregational theory. The
ensuing drama over the membership of the wives, however, had its source not in the
application of congregational theory but in its essence. Women, like men, were
subject to a series of interlocking and overlapping covenant obligations. The delicate
balance between these covenants was complicated by the peculiar and contradictory
status of women as both individually covenanted saints and as subordinates with no
claim to autonomy. The women who were held hostage by First Church were wives
of church members and were acting both as part of marital units and as individuals. 1

1

Although five women who did not have husbands in Third Church joined the wives in their
final petition for admission, the women whose names appeared on previous petitions were all wives of
dissenting brethren. Johanna Mason's husband joined Third Church in 1704, and Mary Norton was the
widow of the Rev. John Norton. Elizabeth Beck, Sarah Bodeman, and Alice Harper seem to not have
been joined by husbands in Third Church, and none of them had husbands who were signatories to any
petitions. Names of the men who signed the covenant in 1669, along with the names of the women
found on all three of their petitions, can be found in Appendix B. Dissenting wives to Third Church, 27
August 1674, Third Church Narrative, in Hamilton Andrews Hill, ed., History of the Old South Church
(Third Church) Boston, 1669-1884 (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1890) [hereafter History of the Old
South], 202; Hamilton Andrews Hill and George Frederick Bigelow, eds., An Historical Catalogue of
the Old South Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1882 (Boston: David Clapp & Son, 1883), 5-10.
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This contradiction, and the tension among their covenants, created the circumstances
that left the women's status unresolved for five years.
Married female church members were subject to two primary covenants: the
marriage covenant, governed by the Fifth Commandment, in which they were
subordinate to their husbands; and the church covenant, governed by the male elders
and clergy. 2 New England's visible saints were subordinate to their superiors, and a
woman's autonomy was limited by subordination to male authorities both in the home
and the meetinghouse. 3 The tenets of her faith, however, provided no guide when her
superiors disagreed. The confusion created by this disagreement allowed the Third
Church wives to assert their spiritual autonomy and their individual rights as believers
2
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authorities and the Quakers, "respect for a husband's authority was greater even than prejudice against
heretics." Julia Cherry Spruill, Women's Life and Work in the Southern Colonies (1938; New York: W.
W. Norton, 1972), 345.
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by choosing to adhere to their covenant obligations to their husbands rather than with
the church, and to do so not only out of obligation but also because of their own
beliefs. Though they chose to follow their husbands and adhere to their covenant
obligation to them, they did not rely on their husbands to speak for them. When the
dissenting men completed the breach with First Church and established a new
congregation, they no longer had the means to advocate for their wives within the
meetinghouse. The women were able to advocate for themselves and obtain the help
of a minister and a council because they were saints, not just wives.
Covenants enjoined mutual responsibilities on the parties involved, and the
marriage covenant was no different. According to Samuel Willard, marriage entailed
a four-fold mutual obligation: "Conjugal love," "A Special Care and Tenderness one
of another," "A Mutual endeavour to promote each others Eternal Salvation," and "A
joint Interest in governing the rest of their Family."4 Husbands were superior to
wives; on this there was no disagreement. A wife was expected to submit to her
husband's rule, to obey him and support him, to aid in his spiritual life, to encourage
4
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his piety, and to endeavor to help him govern wisely. Though a husband was "to be
acknowledged to hold a Superiority, which the Wife is practically to allow," he was
also meant to govern her with wisdom and kindness. The hierarchal relationship in a
marriage was different in quality and kind than the relationship between parents and
children or between masters and servants. 5
A wife's submission to her husband's authority did not mean that she
abandoned her individual conscience. She should consult her husband in "every
matter of weight; to take his Direction in things of common concern between them;
and in things indifferent to chuse rather to gratify his Demands, than please her own
Humours." 6 A subordinate should not be blindly obedient, however, and if a superior
should "advise, or Command one that is a Subject to him, any thing which is contrary
to the revealed Will of God, he is to refuse to do it," because duty to God should
override any other duty. There was, of course, a "duty of Compliance," but in that "a
Wife certainly hath greater liberty of debating the Prudence of the thing." Implicit in
these instructions is the idea that a woman had the ability to decide which commands
may or may not be contrary to God's will and had the right to refuse a command from
her husband. 7 Had the wives of the dissenting brethren agreed with First Church that
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the schism was a "moral evil" and that the dissenters were "disturbers of the Church,"
they would have been within their technical rights to stay in First Church. The old
church had in fact been implicitly encouraging women to violate their marital
obligation by refusing to grant the wives' dismissions. 8
If the women chose willingly to follow their husbands, not just out of

obligation to their marriage covenant but also because they agreed with the action,
they may have been convinced to do so by Davenport's opposition to the Halfway
Covenant. That the women followed their husbands to a church which advocated
extending baptism, and that they chose to adhere to their marital covenant instead of
their church covenant, plausibly indicates that the wives viewed family as a more
important social institution than the church. For men, the choice was one and the
same: Once they had left First Church, choosing their consciences over church order,
getting dismissions for wives and getting them into Third Church would preserve both
church order and family order. We cannot know the extent to which the women's
consciences played a role in their desire to join Third Church, but their choice was
Religion and Education in Early Modern England (London: Routledge, 1999), 18-19, 33-48; and
James T. Johnson, "The Covenant Idea and the Puritan View of Marriage," Journal of the History of
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likely inextricably linked to their desire to join their husbands. Still, they clearly
chose the preservation of family order, their husbands' authority, and their own
spiritual health over the preservation of church order and ministerial authority. Their
covenant with their husbands trumped their covenant with First Church.

*

*

*

Within the confines of these interlocking patriarchal covenants, women were
able to exert indirect influence over the church. Though they could not vote in church
matters or speak publicly in church meetings, women could use private power to
influence affairs that would seem to be outside of their sphere. Linda Kerber has
warned that there is a danger in setting up a "private/public dichotomy" and assuming
that only the former was the province of women. 9 While the doctrine of spheres
(originally coined to describe nineteenth-century conditions) 10 has been a useful
construct in the development of women's history, it is anachronistic and not
particularly productive to assign particular spheres to women in seventeenth-century
New England. Public places such as the courtroom were not exclusively male
domains, and women could be found laboring in the fields and the marketplace as well
as the home. In church life, too, women extended their influence into the public
realm. Women were assigned to the "more private aspects of Puritan devotion"-

9
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personal and maternal piety-and historians have often relegated them to only these,
but there is also evidence that women were also public actors in the cause of their
faith. 11
Female congregants could not vote in church matters, but they did exert
influence over both their husbands and their ministers using indirect means. Women's
public speech was constrained, but they could use private speech to wield influence
both in their homes and in their communities. Ministers depended on women, who
constituted the majority of their congregations, to support them in the community;
gossip networks could elevate or destroy a minister's reputation. Women may have
influenced doctrine, though this is difficult to determine in cases that did not result in
heresy charges. There is also evidence that women exerted pressure on the voting
members of the congregations, particularly to advocate for new meetinghouses. As
communities expanded, the burden of traveling to the meetinghouse was doubly
burdensome for women because of the physical limitations of pregnancy, recovery
from childbirth, and care of small children. 12 Some women even took matters into
their own hands when they could not prevail on the male authorities. The most
striking case is Chebacco's effort to build its own meetinghouse in 1677. Travel to the
nearest meetinghouse in Ipswich was prohibitive and the inhabitants petitioned for
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their own church. Ipswich resisted their petition, and while the men negotiated with
civil authorities, the women conspired "without the knowledge of theire husbands" to
have the meetinghouse built. Though the women's ringleaders were fined for their
insubordination, the meetinghouse stood and the town was granted permission to call a
minister soon after. 13
Women's individual membership status, their ability to question their
husbands' directives, the knowledge of Puritan doctrine required for membership,
their concern for the spiritual welfare of children, their ability to exercise indirect
influence, and the actual pressure that women are known to have exerted on male
authorities all indicate that the dissenting wives could have been actively involved in
both supporting the dispute with First Church and in sustaining the dissent. They were
not passively obedient but acted as partners with their husbands and the minister,
Thomas Thatcher, in efforts to secure their dismissions. They argued their case to
First Church's ministers and elders, presented letters and petitions in their own names,
and defied ministerial orders by attending the new church with their husbands.
Though the women were ensnared by their defiance, the only punishment inflicted by
the old church-denying them communion-had no teeth. It prevented them from
communion only with First Church, something they did not want anyway. 14 The
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women received the Supper at Third Church, and were also eligible to partake in the
many churches that recognized the new church. First Church's denial of communion
would have constituted a negligible spiritual or social injury, since First Church stood
nearly alone in their rejection of Third Church and had lost legitimacy in the eyes of
Third's congregants. Time and again First Church stopped short of censuring the
women, which would have done real damage by preventing them from joining any
other church until First Chm:ch declared the dispute resolved.
The dissenting women were not punished for their actions because, unlike the
Chebacco women, the women of Third Church navigated their way through the
dispute without violating prevailing standards for women's behavior and for the most
part without defying male authorities. Though they submitted petitions and negotiated
with male authorities, they never actually seem to have spoken aloud in church
meetings. Instead, they spoke and voted with their feet. Even when they submitted
individual letters and when they took communion at the new church, they were not
criticized for improper female behavior. The establishment of the new church had
already been decided by male authorities before attention turned to the women; First
Church had no standing for preventing them from joining a church that was in good
standing, according to neighboring churches and the civil authorities, and was the
place where their husbands worshipped.

involved in the dispute, indicates that those social effects were slight or short-lived. See David C.
Brown, "The Keys of the Kingdom: Excommunication in Colonial Massachusetts," New England
Quarterly 67 (1994): 531-566.
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It is possible that the women's efforts to join their husbands, which supported

the family hierarchy, and the emphasis they placed on family as the dominant social
institution overrode any implication of impropriety. It is equally likely that women
engaged in similar activities in other churches, that active disagreement with ministers
was allowed in private conference if not in public questioning, and that women's lives
in the church were not as restricted as the theologians' assertions might seem to
indicate. Carol Karlsen has argued that by 1660 female dissenters had been branded
as heretics or witches, which silenced women and gave their religious lives "a
decidedly submissive character." 15 This case shows that women had not been
silenced. The story of the Third Church women is not a parable of either progress or
declension and does not necessarily indicate an increase or decrease in women's
power. What it does demonstrate is that they had power in the church and the ability
to act.
The wives' methods for negotiating their release from the First Church
covenant were necessitated by limitations placed on their activities as church
members, which prevented them from utilizing direct, public confrontation. The
prohibition on women's public speech and on their ability to participate in church
government through voting in church affairs made their membership less full than that
of men who had joined the covenant in full communion. The ministry and laity in
New England worried that implementation of the Halfway Covenant, which provided
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access to baptism for the children of unregenerate members, could corrupt the purity
of the church. Halfway membership, however, did not change the requirement that all
members demonstrate evidence of saving grace before sitting down at the Lord's
Table or voting in church matters: The Supper and church government-and therefore
the purity of the church-remained protected by the Halfway Covenant. The
privileges afforded by visible sainthood were contingent upon not only the believer's
relationship with God and the covenant, but also upon their gender. Women could not
access the full privileges that Puritan theology afforded to male regenerate members,
and church membership in Puritan New England was therefore not a dichotomous
status even before the Halfway Covenant created a new category of transitional
membership. In this context, the implications of the Halfway Covenant's "innovation"
are much less innovative than the open communion offered by Solomon Stoddard at
the tum of the eighteenth century. 16 Allowing the unregenerate to participate in the
Lord's Supper was a real deviation from the founders' ideals; in comparison, the threat
represented by Halfway membership was a chimera. Rather than a revolution in
Puritan practice, Halfway membership added another category to the multiple forms of
membership that already existed.
The dissenting wives' activities within the church were constrained by their
status as women, but they were able to advocate for themselves without violating
gender norms: They did not speak publicly in the church and they did not make
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theological arguments. They did not try to circumvent male authority, but when
forced to chose between competing allegiances and competing sets of rules to which
they were expected to conform, they acted in the service of some male authorities
(their husbands) by defying others (the officers of First Church). The story of Third
Church's founding shows that women were not only actors in the private aspects of
religion in Boston; they were public actors. Women's roles as wives and their roles as
church members could and did conflict; a theology that emphasized individual
spiritual autonomy allowed them to choose between these conflicting authorities and
act in their service of their consciences. Puritan New England was a patriarchal
society and women's public roles were constrained by gender-role expectations. But
women also had agency-to read, to write, to think, and to act as church memberswhich made the patriarchy negotiable to some degree, even though their agency was
always mediated through male authorities. Within the bounds of expectations and
hierarchy, the women of Third Church acted in public ways to assert their rights as
wives, as saints, and as members of the community. They did this by acting within the
boundaries, not by crossing them.
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Appendix A
Timeline

Phase One

1650

Second (Old North) Church gathered in Boston

1662

Halfway synod releases its result

1663

John Norton (First Church) dies

1667

John Wilson (First Church) dies

Sept. 30, 1667

Dissenters request delay in call to John Davenport
Dissenters present their "Reasons of Dissent"
First Church extends formal invitation to Davenport

May 2, 1668

Davenport arrives in Boston

Aug. 6, 1668

First council meets in Boston at request of First Church

Aug. 8, 1668

First council result released

Aug. 10, 1668

Dissenters present first request for dismission
First Church gives formal call to Davenport

Aug. 19, 1668

Forged New Haven letter read to First Church

Nov. 9, 1668

Davenport given formal call to First Church pulpit

Dec. 9, 1668

Davenport and Allen ordained in First Church

Jan. 24, 1668/69

Dissenters refuse to take the Lord's Supper to avoid a snare

Feb. 12, 1668/69

First Church votes to discharge three dissenting deacons

March 31, 1669

Dissenters request a second council

April 13, 1669

Second council meets at Boston

April 16, 1669

Result of the second council

May 1669

Third Church covenanted at Charlestown

June 1669

Forgery of New Haven letter is revealed
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Phase Two

Feb. 16, 1669/70

Thomas Thatcher ordained as minister of Third Church

Feb. 25, 1669/70

Davenport forbids dissenting wives from taking Supper at Third

Feb. 28, 1669/70

Two sisters meet with Davenport

March 5, 1669/70

Wives' first request for dismission

March 8, 1669/70

Wives submit individual requests for dismission

March 13, 1669170

Davenport dies

March 25, 1669/70

Church votes to deny women's dismissions

May 3, 1670

John Oxenbridge ordained by First Church

April 24, 1670

Most of the wives take Supper at Third Church
Wives' second request for dismission
First Church votes to deny wives communion

April 28, 1670

Thatcher and Edward Rainsford petition for wives' dismissions

Aug. 1, 1670
Dec. 28, 1670
May 1671
Oct. 30, 1671
May 7, 1673

Thatcher submits Essay for Accommodation
, Thatcher and Rainsford petition again for wives' dismissions
Annual General Court election favors Third Church supporters
Elder Penn dies
Urian Oakes preaches election sermon

June 13, 1673

Thatcher and Rainsford request wives' dismission

Aug. 19, 1673

First Church replies to request

May 1674
Aug. 27, 1674
Oct. 16, 1674

Council approves wives' separation from First Church
Wives petition for admission to Third Church
Wives admitted to Third Church

~
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AppendixB
Signatures on Wives' Petitions
Founding Men

March 1669no

April 1670

August 1674

John Aldin
Theodore Atkinson

Eliz Allden

Eliz Alden

Elizabeth Alden

Ran Bellcher

Reanis Belcher

Elizabeth Beck
Reanis Belcher
Sarah Rodeman

Mary Brackett

Mary Brackitt

Mary Brackit

Hulldah Davis
Susanna Daws
Mary Elliot
Hannah Ffrairy

Hulldah Davis
Susanna Dawes
Mary Elliot
Hannah Frary

Johanna Davis
Susanna Dawes
Mary Ellet
Hannah Frary

Judith Hull

Elizabeth Gibbs
Alice Harper
Judith Hull

Joseph Belknap
Peter Brackett
Thomas Brattle
Joseph Davis
William Davis
William Dawes
Jacob Eliot
Theophilus Frarye
Benjamin Gibbs
John Hull

Peter Oliver
James Pemberton
Seth Perry
Edward Raynsford
Edward Rawson
Joseph Rocke
William Salter

Judith Hull

Sarah Olliver
Sarah Pemberton

Sarah Oliver

Eliz Ransford
Rach Rawson
Elizabeth Rock
Mary Sallter

Elizabeth Raynsford

Mary Savage
Lidia Scottow
Mary Tappin

Rachel Rawson
Elizabeth Rock
Mary Salter
Mary Savage
Lidia Scottow
Mary Tappin

Benjamin Thurston
Richard Trewsdale

Elis Thirston

Margaret Thacher
Elishua Thurston

Hezekiah Usher
Robert Walker
John Wing

Elizabeth Usher
Sarah Walker

Sarah Walker

Thomas Savage
Joshua Scottoe
Thomas Thacher

Johanna Mason
Mary Norton
Sarah Oliver
Sarah Pemberton
Elizabeth Rainsford
Rachel Rawson
Elizabeth Rocke
Mary Salter
Mary Savage
Lidia Scottow
Mary Tappin
Margaret Thacher
Elishua Thirton

Sara Walker

Source: Hamilton Andrews Hill, History of the Old South Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1884
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1890), 113, 165, 168, 202. An image of the women's signatures from the
last petition can be found between pages 168 and 169.
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Appendix C
Admissions of New Members to First and Third Churches, 1667-1674

New Admissions to First and Third Churches, 1667-1674
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New Admissions to First and Third Churches, 1667-1674
First Church
Third Church

1667

1668

1669

1670

1671

1672

1673

1674

Total

18

10

9

54

39

18

12

14

174

28

46

27

13

16

47

177

Sources: Richard D. Pierce, ed., The Records of the First Church in Boston 1630-1868, Publications of
the Colonial Society of Massachusetts 39 (Boston: Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1961), 63-73;
Hamilton Andrews Hill and George Frederick Bigelow, eds., An Historical Catalogue of the Old South
Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1882 (Boston: David Clapp & Son, 1883), 5-10; Robert G. Pope,
The Half-Way Covenant: Church Membership in Puritan New England (1969; Eugene, OR: Wipf and
Stock,2002),282,284.
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New Admissions to First Church by Gender, 1667-1674
New Admissions to First Church, 1667-1674
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Total

Men

7
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Women
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8

117

Total

18

10

9

54

39

18

12

14

174

Source: Richard D. Pierce, ed., The Records of the First Church in Boston 1630-1868, Publications of
the Colonial Society of Massachusetts 39 (Boston: Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1961), 63-73.
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New Admissions to Third Church by Gender, 1669-1674
New Admissions to Third Church, 1669-1674
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Women
Total

28

Sources: Hamilton Andrews Hill and George Frederick Bigelow, eds., An Historical Catalogue of the
Old South Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1882 (Boston: David Clapp & Son, 1883), 5-10;
Robert G. Pope, The Half-Way Covenant: Church Membership in Puritan New England (1969; Eugene,
OR: Wipf and Stock, 2002), 282, 284.
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New Admissions of Women to First and Third Churches, 1667-1674
New Admissions ofWmren to First and Third Churches, 1667-1674
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the Colonial Society of Massachusetts 39 (Boston: Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1961), 63-73;
Hamilton Andrews Hill and George Frederick Bigelow, eds., An Historical Catalogue of the Old South
Church (Third Church) Boston, 1669-1882 (Boston: David Clapp & Son, 1883), 5-10; Robert G. Pope,
The Half-Way Covenant: Church Membership in Puritan New England (1969; Eugene, OR: Wipf and
Stock,2002),282,284.

